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In the name of civilization and
progress, the lives of tribal
people are being threatened.
Their children are massacred,
their homes demolished, their
land taken away:. Rainforests
are bulldozea and rivers
polluted. All these things are
aone illegally.
These tribes don't want
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peaceful, self-sufficient lives for
thousands of years. They: do
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their own in combating big
business, the banks and corrupt
governments that threaten to
destroy their right to a future.
Survival International is the
only organization dedicated to
campaigning for their rights all
over the world. To continue
the fight for tribal rights, we
depend on membership, not
government subsidy. As a
member, you will receive an
information pack and regular
newsletters, telling you what
has been achieved. Survival
International is a worldwide
movement to support tribal
peoples. It stands for their right
to decide their own future and
helps them protect their lands,
environment and way of life.
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Welcome!

We at Truth Seekers hope you had
a happy Xmas and a great new
year party. Lets hope that 1995 is
a good year. Our last issue, which
was the launch issue released in
December was received very well
and we are happy to say that this
second issue is packed with even
more information and articles. For
this issue, we have done away with
the HardCore documents cover
page and now such articles are
strewn throughout the Review.
Also within this issue, a unique
insight into Rudloe Manor, the
most top secret base (or so we are
led to believe) in Britain -which
Matthew Williams and I visited on
Christmas day and consequently
had our lives threatened by gun ·
wielding Air Force personnel.
Read Matthews' gripping report.A
stunning report on crashed alien
vehicles is also featured along with
an in-depth interview with
abduction researcher Dr.John
Mack • plus much, much more. I
would like to take this opportunity
to invite any of our readers to send
in their letters or contributory
articles for publication in future
issues. If you have any questions
regarding aspects of the
phenomena written about within
the Review, send them in to us and
we will endeavour to reply to them
as soon as possible within the
pages of the Truth Seekers
Review. I would also like-t"o take
this opportunity to wish you a
happy and enlightening new year
on behalf of all at Truth Seekers
International and Phenomena
Research. Thankyou to those of
Search for their encouraging
letters.
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I INTO THE UNKNOWN I
Now that the silly season is over, Christmas and new year receding
into dim and hazy memories, what can we expect to look forward
too in 1995? If there is anyone out there who can tell me, please
write in with the information straight away. Seriously though, there
is one question being asked by so many - "Will this be the year
when contact will be made?". I wonder over the years how many
times this question has been asked. Into the unknown we go once
again.

PENTAGON
I am in no doubt that once again this year we will have more
perplexing and intricate crop formations appearing for us to frown at
scratching our heads with bewilderment. What will be the constant
factor to run through the formations this year? In 1994 we were
seeing plenty of scorpion shaped formations, with the constant
theme of crescent moons being seen in many of the formations in
Wiltshire and Hampshire. This is the time of year when many
croppies are wondering what will be found during the first months of
crop season in rape seed crop.
On the UFO front, things have already taken off within the first few
weeks of January, including more mass sightings at Bonnybridge in
Scotland, to be investigated in another issue - plus, hot news that
President Clinton was briefed by top Pentagon personnel in the first
week of the new year on increasin~ UFO activity within American
airspace. News also surfaced withm the first week of January that
the British and American intelligence communities are aware of an
alien installation just off the Shetland Islands. Apparently, it was
discovered by American Naval submarines, and is connected to
supposed alien mining being conducted off the coast of Iceland.

STEALTH SUBMARINE
As you may or may not know, Iceland was the last known location
of the Top Secret American Naval Stealth Submarine before it
disappeared early December time 1993 while monitoring the alien
mining activities. While working aboard the passenger cruiser MN
Pacific Star in 1992, I along with other officers observed the Stealth
Submarine leaving the San Diego naval base harbour entrance as
we were leaving dock. We could only see a limited amount of the
vessel above water as it glided silently out of the harbour. It could
only be described as being of the oddest angular shape, and as
black as coal. The submarine and crew were never recovered, and
the families of the crew were never made aware- of the
circumstances surrounding its disappearance. We can be sure the
answers are locked away in some filing cabinet somewhere within
the Pentagon, and will continue to do so.
So I guess that we can look forward to quite an eventtul1995, the
theme of which should be more talking, more information and most
importantly, the truth must be told once and for all. In a time when
the walls of democracy and society seem to be crumbling, we can
only hope that the truth will rise triumphantly from the ashes like a
glorious pheonix, and that man as a species of sentient life will be
able to finally understand his place in the universe.

JN({)) JMI!))JJIIE:t
Now i~ the time for the truth,
The choice ~ your~!
Amazing documentation now available,
due to a large amount of information
being leaked out of corrupt
governments and research sources
poking their noses where others
haven't poked before. Discover the
fads about the varying alien races
visiting our world, f1nd out about the
staggering projects the American
military have 1n operation - also hard
to get hold of author documents which
up until now have received limited
circulation. The more people that get
hold of these documents, the stronger
the cause becomes.
Most documentation 1s public domain, so
you can distribute tt without violating
any copyrights.
Documents can be sent via PC/Amlga

format, or printed out If required.

For more 1nformatton, send a
S.A.E. to:

When they come crashing down
I am fifty years of age and an engineer
that has worked in the private sector, as
well as with the American government.
From 1975 to 1980, I was involved with
several investigations having to do with
E.T. material. Even thougli the project
was very well covered, I am still very
much surprised that Project Pluto and
results have not surfaced yet. In as much
as the project was handled br. oth~rs,
there was no question that fhe
government was 1n full control. For
security purposes, Project Pluto had five
levels. Those who investigated one level
had nothing to do with the next, and
would only turn in the results of data of
these findmgs to the next level, then go
on to another area. No one that I knew
ever had the results ·of two levels at the
same time.
There was only one very rare exception
to the rule which took place in 1975, and
was in fact my very first assignment with
the project. I was employed by a nongovernment firm that of course was
directly involved with the government,
and probably fronted for them on the
projects.

the site, were led to believe that a large
private corporation was preparing to
build an electricalfower supp1y for the
area. But it was of limits to everyone in
the area.
We were some of the first ones on the
scene other than lots of security people.
The wreck had already been covered by

GOV~ENTRECORDS

I would assume that eventually
government records could be made
available to the general public, but not
from the private sector. I'm not really
sure. In any event1 several others and
myself were rushea to a rather remote
place in upstate Pen!15Ylvania.
We were informed that every thing was
top secret, and had to remain that way.
We were even housed in a hotel close by,
and security people were assigned to us.
Some type of aircraft had crashed in this
area, and the government felt that it
would be easier and faster to do all of
their investigation right here rather than
to move the remains of the wreck, and
whatever evidence the soil may contain.
WRECK SITE
The wreck site was rather difficult to get
to, however, we turned it into a
construction site, clearing the area, and
building two small and one very large
metal pre-fab buildings over and around
the wreck. Heavy equipment, materials,
and workers were flown in and out on a
daily basis.
We were moved from the hotel to some
mobile homes that were brought in for
us, and many more top level people who
joined us. I might add that die local
people who still hved some distance from

very large canvas blankets, and large nets
were tented over head to protect the site
from any possible air traffic. I did
manage to get a very good look at the
wrecK: on several occasions. My first
thoughts were that it may have been and
expenmental air craft of our government,
or perhaps the government of another.
It was later suggested to us that it was a
new type of au craft of a foreign
government, and it was a super hush hush
project. That air craft was nothing like I
have ever seen or probably ever will
again. The crash site was also something
quite different. The disturbed soil was
about a hundred feet in diameter,
although the craft was much larger in
length. I only saw what appeared·Jo be.
about two/thirds of the rear end and~
even that was about ten feet below the
surface. When it crashed on about a 30
degree angle, it pushed all the earth back
away from the craft it self. Almost as if
the hole were made first, and then
something half the size was put in place.
My best thought of this rather strange
hole is that some kind of magnetic field
had pushed all the earth away from the
craft at impact. It was reasonable to
assume that I was looking down at the
rear end of the air craft, yei: there was
nothing to indicate that it had any kind

of engine as we know it. Not even one
little opening.
RADIO WAVES
I don't really like to use the term cigar,
but since I could not see the front part, it
certainlY. appeared to have once been
shaped hke a large cigar. That's by best
description. If it was a craft from a
foreign government, then we are in big
trouble. I actually held one small portion
of the wreck in my hand. Incidently,
there was only a very small reading of
radio waves in the area. They are was
quite safe. There was on the other hand, a
great deal of free magnetic energy in that
area. It was very difficult using our
instruments. It was very difficult just to
establish the correct ume. Every wrist
watch was a different time.
The piece of physical evidence that I
held in m;r hand, was a material that I
really can t identify. It may have been
torn from the front of the craft when it
crashed. A few of us compared thoughts
as to what it might be, but no one was
really certain. None of us had ever seen
anything like it before. It was about one
square foot and about an inch thick. It
weighed almost nothing, and one had the
feelmg that it may blow away if you let
go of 1t and the wmd increased.
SHELL OF TilE CRAFT
It was the same color and texture of the
large portion, so it was safe to assume
that it was part of the shell of the craft. It
weighed nowhere near enough to be any
metal that we had ever seen. It even
weighed less than any plastic that I had
seen of a similar size. I tried to scratch it
with a pocket knife, and even cut away a
small p1ece of the edge, but the knife did
nothing to it. The surface was clear as
glass, and stronger than anything we had
seen before. It was like trying to scratch
the surface of glass with a feather. Of
course, we had to turn it in to the
security people.
After the sue was secure, the first groups
that included myself were taken away.
There was a very thorough strip search
prior to us being given jumpsuits, and put
mto a truck for the transportation to a
waiting plane. We were taken to another
area and debriefed before we were
allowed to return to our normal way of

life.
About three months later, a few of us
returned to the site to remove the
buildings, fill up the hole, and generally
put the area back into the same shape as 1t

may have been prior to the crash. We
went through die same type of security
search and debriefing as we had done the
first time. Whatever was left of the craft
had been removed and sept to an
unknown destination.
Almost one year to the day, I was sent
to another crash site. Everything was a
repeat of the first time, except that there
were six of us. Four of us were pan of
the first crash site, and the other two
were new. This time the air craft was
buried so deep into the lower side of a
~ill that we could not get a good look at
It.
PROJECT PLUTO
The security arrangements were just
about the same, and we constructed
similar buildings around it. It was very
close to a rerun of the first crash site.
Only this time we were told, "as a matter
of fact it was a top secret experimental air
craft that had crashed. I could however,
manage to see the rear end of the craft. It
aJ>peared to be the same type as the first.
Tlie code name of the project was Pluto,
as it was the first also. Incidently, that
was in upstate New York, in 1976. I do
not know if there were any "people" or
life forms aboard.
Several years later, I had an occasion to
be in the area of site #one. The bartender
only recognized me because he brought
in our first room service the first night
we stayed there. There was no room
service there, but he made his one and
only exception to the rule for us. He
asked me lots of questions which of
course had no answers for, nor would I
give any. He told me that he heard that
there were lots of medical people on the
site. He thought that rather odd for an
electric power station. He assumed that
there must have been some kind of an
accident, or lots of waste material in the
area. We let it go at that.

SECURITY
It appeared that security was very good,
and no one had any idea that an air craft
had crashed there. I suspect that the air
craft was fifty feet in diameter and as long
as two hundred feet. I could be wrong in
the length. As I recall the under ponwn
of aircraft #1 had more of a flat surface.
It was difficult to see, but I do recall the
difference in the _portion of the under
surface that I could see.
There were also a few interesting
grooves on the top and side areas about
twenty feet long. We had speculated that
either a steering fin had been attached, or
a place where it could slide through from
die inside, similar to the type of system
used to lower wheels on any air craft.
First speculation!
NAVY EQUIPTMENT
In 1978, I was again sent to a crash site.
We arrived the day after the security
people. This time die air craft landed in a
lake in upstate Pennsylvania. We went
through the same motions, and built
several buildings on the edge of the lake
to house the craft, once it was removed
from the water. Lots of Navy
equiptment was flown in, and there were
divers everywhere. The same magnetic
field was J>resent as in the first two
incidents. There was no air craft.
I spent three weeks there in the event
that the buildings had to be adjusted. It
seems that the divers had located the
exact spot that the air craft had rested on
the bottom, but it was gone. There was
lots of evidence on the beach that
something very large had crashed into the
lake causing the water of the lake to
splash ashore, over thiny feet, and what
was normally a rather clean lake, was
suddenly a very large mudhole. After
three weeks, I left and was subjected to
t~e same type of security as the first two
tunes.
I didn't have to return to dismantle the
pre-fab buildings. I would think that it
was done by others very soon there after.
There was some thoughts at first that the
craft may have been buried under the
bottom of the lake, but by this time, we
knew enough about the craft to know if
that were tne case. It was not - it just
vanished. Perhaps it was not damaged and
managed to fly away. That may sound
silly, but I believe that it is a reasonable
conclusion. There was some damage to
the immediate area. Six large electrical
transformers, and some other equipment
were burnt out and had to be replaced by
the electric company. The government
took the electrical equipment and had it
flown somewhere else.
In 1979, I was sent to the shores of
southern Texas. The same type of
situation, all the evidence led us to believe
that whatever it was, it landed in the
water and flew away.
EVIDENCE

I understand that over twenty men
actually saw it go into the water, but the
days that followed bore no fruit. The
Navy divers had a good deal of evidence
that some thing has made a very large
recent gash on the bottom in about
seventy feet of water.
The very same magnetic field was
present, and every thing electrical in the
Immediate area was burnt out. By the
end of 1979, I was sent back to the very
same lake in N onhern Pennsylvania. It
was a duplicate incident as the first time
we were there. It had landed in the lake
and was gone. The same electrical items
were again destroyed, and the same
magneuc field was evident. I really have
no physical evidence to prove one way or
another the identification of the air craft.
I can only examine what I have
experienced and wonder! My opinion is
another story.
I don't really believe that the air craft
belongs to our Government or any other
government on this earth. From 1975 to
present, we would certainly have seen
some kind of revolutionary change in our
air craft.
CORPORATION
To date, I still have not seen any
material to even slightly match the very
first piece of physical evidence that I had
examined. That alone would have made
a fantastic change in the material we use
today. No corporation or government
could keep that kind of material quality
under cover for over twelve years, If they
had invented it.
After twelve years we probably don't
even know what it is, or how to make it.
I am positive that at the very least, they
have two of the air craft hidden
somewhere) and J>robabl:r. have learned
very little trom them, other than they
exist. However, the company that I was
associated with has made some gigantic
leaps forward in electromagnetic forces.
Perhaps they did learn something from it
after all.
If we wish to assume that these air craft
are not from this earth, and are from way
out there in space, then my goodness, the
planet must be full of visitors. The air
traffic alone, must be fantastic. It seems
to me that who ever thq are they have
found it easier to land in the water rather
than on our dry earth.
E.T.s
Perhaps it was designed to land on water
or a very flat surface. I have never really
had any feelings one way or another
about E.T.'s. I had elected to deal with
hard evidence only, that was prior to
1975.
For those few years afterwards, I could
not help but interject some opinions into
my brain. As I would rather deal with
hard evidence only, I am forced to put all
of this on a scale, and take a good hard

look at the tilting of the scales. There is
far too much here to ignore. I must
confess that I had some what leaned
towards the experimental air craft story.
But as the years passed, it became evident
that was only a cover story. Too much
time has passed and our air craft are
pretty much the same.
NEW AIR CRAFT
There is no doubt in my mind that we
as well as others, are constantly
experimenting with new air craft,
however at this late datehi am reasonably
certain that those eras sites were not
made by anything that we are familiar
with, and then again, I still kind of
reserve that possibility. As you can see, I
have many mixed feelings about it. In
addition, I have no way of knowing if I
had been on every crash site that
occurred. There may have been many
~ore during that period and many more
srnce then.
I really don't know if any one had ever
been removed from the two wrecks, that
I had personally seen. Perhaps they were
only mechamcal flights. Perhaps the
medical people were only there - JUSt in
case. And/ or to test the wreck for any
form of unknown bacteria prior to
removing it. Their being present is not
really eviaence that a life form was found.
It coUld go either way.
I just cannot imagine our government or
any other keeping it such a secret, if in
fact1 they were not from this earth. It
really serves no purpose that I can
understand. It also appears to me that if
they were from somewhere else that they
mean us no harm. I would suspect that
after all these years, if they meant us
harm, we would most certainly know
about it by now.
Even if they were only mechanical
flights, the fact that they could get here at
all... so many times, is certainly a feat in
itself, and worthy of publication.

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE

If the fact that they managed to get here
at all, and the physical evidence, the
material that I examined is any indication
of how intelligent they are, then I would
feel safe in assuming tliat they have left us
in the stone age. On a personal level, I
have no fear of meeting or contacting
such a being. In fact, the very first time I
saw the craft, the thought had entered my
mind. I didn't expect a being like
Frankenstein to come walking out. And
for a short time I had wondered what I
would do if suddenly a door opened and
some form of life came out. What the
heck!
If it didn't look too bad I may have
walked up and said hello just as I would
to anyone else who may visit me. I
would think that I would be more afraid
of picking U}) some unknown form of
bacteria tlian I would be of the life form
itself. Well, today we can pick up

AIDS ... so, as I put the germ fear aside.
Yes. I would certainly try to be friendly
once the first wave of fear passed me by.
DESTRUCTION
What I fear more than any visitor is that
some farmer is going to get them with a
shot gun and do more damage than we
can or want to handle. Also, some
cowboy policeman trying to shoot his
first space man. Because of that I should
think that our government would try to
educate us as to the proper way to handle
any such situation. That lmle bit of
·awareness and education may save our
planet from destruction. If there is clear
evidence that we are being visited hr.
intelligent life forms, then the heads of
government are by far crazier than I had
tmagined by trying to keep it a secret.
The damage of hostile action on our part
may not be ~airable.
Because of that I am trying to share
whatever information and evidence that I
have which is in fact all first hand data. I
have illustrated the evidence and
information as it happened, and made
note of where I speculated.
There are many items that I have not
included in this article, only because this
could turn into forty or fifty pages. At
some time in the future, I will take my
time and write every detail that I can
remember. I'll also put it on tape for
clarification.

but one thing we can be sure of- a
military department will have the
priority of gleaning as much technologx
as possible for their own defense and
weapons development, before
considering aspects of possible medical
and socialogical benefits, it therefore
stands to reason that it will be kept a
secret! ]

CIGAR SHAPED
Incidently, my experience in the E.T.
world ended in 1980, when I changed
positions. Have you had any reports of
material that I examined belonging to an
air craft from others? And the ever
present magnetic field, do you gave any
reports from others similar to that? I
have heard of others saying that they
have seen a cigar shaped air craft, and I
feel rather silly. Perhaps that's not the
word. But, to the best of my knowledge
and sight, it appeared to be just that. A
cigar shaped craft. Please note that in
both cases, I had never seen the front of
the craft. I can only assume that the
design was constant.
[ED.sNoteThe author of this article has
requested to stay anonymous for the
obvious reasons. A fortunate thing is
that there have been a number of features
both on television and on video like the
X-Files and the movie Official Denial
(out now at your local video shop, I
thoroughly recommend it) have
portrayed the crash landings of alien
vehicles on Earth and the military
response that follows illustrating the
usual cover-up routines. This is tiling
the public a certain number of steps
forward in understanding how plausil:ile
such a scenario is.
Just how much alien technology do the
American military have stored away in
secret installations we may never know,

GROUP
At our meetings we watch
video sighting& and
documentaries on the
subject of U.F.O's. We
have guest speakers and
members from our own
group who present their
own theories and
experiences , we share our
information in the hope of
finding truth.
If you are interested in
joining our group or would
like further information
send a S.A.E. to:
Christopher Davies
152 Victoria Avenue
Redfield, Bristol. ass 9NP
TRUIHSEEUIIS ~ 2 Pep$

MIBs-MEN IN BLACK
A REVIEW OF THE MENACING STRANGERS

By Linda Harvey
A lot of peo~le have heard of something
about "MIBs without really knowing
any of the details. The purpose of this
article is to acquaint readers with Mffis
history, how they are related to the
cover-up allegations, along with
associated reference material and names
of files which contain more current
thoughts on the subject. When the
Condon Committee was sampling public
attitudes toward UFOs they gave this
statement to a cross·sectton of the
American Public: "A government agency
maintains a Top Secret file of UFO
reports that are deliberately withheld
from the public." The respondents were
supposed to answer TRUE or FALSE. A
substantial majority, sixty-one percent,
thought that the statement was true while
only thirty-one percent said it was false.
Among teenagers, the credibility gap was
even wider - 73 percent believed the
statement to be true. General opinion
studies conducted by the Condon
Committee, and other surveys about
UFOs came up with the rather
paradoxical facts that there were more
people who believed in a conspiracy of
silence about UFOs than believea in
UFOs in the first place.

too simple for the true connoisseur of
conspiracies. He has long ago rejected the
simp1e, straightforward A1r Force-CIAscience establishment cover-up as too
obvious, and really rather ridiculous. The
conspiracy connoiSSeUr pointed out quite
correctly that no government or group,
no matter how powerful, could possibly

FLYING SAUCER MYSTERY

PARANOID
It has often been said that we
Americans today are a bit paranoid; that
we always tend to believe that something
is out to get us, or something is being
kept from us. It certainly seems that we
were a bit paranoid about UFOs. Most
people thought vaguely in terms of an
Air Force conspiracy or a CIA
conspiracy or even of a world-wide
scientific conspiracy. It was generally
acknowledged that the reason behind
such a consprracy was a desire on the part
of those in power to hide the "truth"
from the public because people would
panic if tliey knew that we really were
being visited by superior creatures from
another world.

WAR OF THE WORLDS
Conspiracy theorists constantly
hearkened back to the old "War of the
Worlds" broadcast and the panic it
started. Such a belief, however, is rather

..

reached at best, no more than a few
hundred readers. But they were all deeply
devoted to the idea that flying saucers
were craft from outer space. In common
with other true belit>Vers, these saucer
buffs were convinced that they were in
possession of a great truth, while most of
the rest of tlie world remained in
darkness and ignorance. They felt very
important, and thus it was with a sense of
surprise, even shock, that they opened up
the October 1953 issue of Space Review
and found two unexpected
announcements:

suppress so much sensational information
for so long - no earthly group that is.
If the extraterrestrials WANTED to
make themselves known then they would
land in a central place, and all the feeble
earthly cover-up would simply be blown
away. It is out of this sort of oackground
that the legend of the Men In BlacK arose.
It concerns strange little men in dark suits
who drive around in big shiny cars and
harass people who claimed to liave seen a
UFO.

FLYING SAUCER BUREAU
The origin of the Men In Black legend
can be pinpointed fairly exactly. Back in
1953 a man by the name of Albert
K.Bender was running an organisation
called the International Fly1ng Saucer
Bureau (IFSB) and ediung a little
publication called Space Review that was
<iedicated to news of flying saucers. The
IFSB had a small membership despite its
rather grandiose title, and Space Review

"LATE BULLETIN.
A source which the IFSB considers very
reliable has informed us that the
investigation of the flying saucer mystery
and the solution is approaching its final
stages. This same source to whom we had
referred data, which had come into our
possession, suggested that it was not the
proper method and time to publish the
data in Space Review." The second and
more shocking item read:
"STATEMENT OF1MPORTANCE:
The mystery of the flying saucers is no
longer a mystery. The source is already
known, but any: information about this ts
being withheld by order from a higher
source. We would like to print the full
story in Space Review, but because of the
nature of the information we are very
sorry that we have been advised in the
negative." The statement ended with the
ominous sentence, "We advise those
engaged in saucer work to please be very
cauuous." Bender then suspended the
publication of Space Review, and
aissolved the IFSB. The tone of the
announcements would have been familiar
to anyone who had much experience
with occult organizations. Occultists
often claim they are in the possession of
some great secret which, for equally
secret reasons, they cannot reveal. Even
the appeal, "please be very cautious" was
not unique. It made those engaged in
"saucer work" feel more important. After
all, who is going to bother to persecute
you if you are just wasting your time?
Shortly after Bender dosed down his
magazine and organization he gave an
interview to a local paper [in] which he

asserted that he had been visited by "three
men wearing dark suits" who had ordered
him "emphatically" to stop publishing
material about flying saucers. Bender said
that he had been "scared to death" and
that he "actually couldn't eat for a couple
of days.". Some of Bender's former
associates tried to press for a more
satisfactory explanation, but to all
questions he replied either cryptically or
not at all. Th1s state of affa1rs created
considerable confusions among the flying
saucer buffs. What were they to thinK.
about such a strange story? Some were
openly skeptical of Bender's tale. They
said tliat hiS publication and organization
were losing money and the tale of the
three visitors who ordered" him to stop
publishing was just a face-saving gesture.
Yet, as the years went by the "Three Men
In Black" began to sound more
respectable and they took on a life of
therr own. Some of Bender's friends first
thought that the Men In Black were from
the Air Force or the CIA, and indeed
Bender's original statements do seem to
sound like [the men could have been]
government ~ents. But after a while the
Men In Black: began to assume a more
extraterrestrial, even supernatural air.

VISITORS
Finally in 1963, a full decade after he
first told of his mysterious visitors,
Albert Bender elaborated further in a
book called "Fly in~ Saucers and the
Three Men In Black . It was a strange,
confused and virtually unreadable book
that revealed very httle in the way of
hard facts, but did significantly enhance
the reputation of die Men In Black as
extraterrestrials. The book also
introduced into the lore "three beautiful
women, dressed in tight white uniforms."
Like their male countetparts in black, the
women in white had "glowing eyes".

UFOlllSTORY
But even before the publication of
Bender's book in 1963, die Men In Black
{or MIBs as they were known to insiders)
had already been reported to be visiting
others besides Alber Bender. By now
they have been reported so often that
they have become an established part of
the UFO history. The Men In Black,
naturally enough, wear black suits. They
also usually wear sunglasses, presumably
to disguise their "glowing eyes". Most of
them are reported to oe short and
delicately built with olive complections
and dark1 straight hair. They are often
describea as "Gypsies" or "Orientals".
Most MIBs are reported to travel in
groups of three and usually ride around
m shmy, new, black cars- often Cadillacs.
These cars are even supposed to "smell
new". Sometimes die MIBs pose as
investigators from the CIA or some other
government agency. They may flash
official-looking credentials out these can
never be checked out.

FRIGHfEN

Occasionally the Mffis display badges
with strange emblems on them, or have
unrecognizable symbols painted on their
cars. Tlie puryose of the visits seems to be
to get people who have seen UFOs to
stop talking about them, of somehow to
confuse and frighten the witnesses.
People who worry about MIBs tend to
lump all sorts of mysterious visitors into
the category, even if they don't wear
black, have no glowing eyes nor show
any of the familiar MIB characteristics.
The primary qualification for the Men In
Black is that they be of unknown origin
and that they appear to act oddly and
vaguely menacing. Some of those who
wnte about UFOs and other strange
~henomena rather casually mention
countless" cases where people have been
visited by Men In Black In reality these
"countless cases" are difficult to pin
down. In fact, there really seems to oe a
rather small number of MIB cases where
there are any details available at all.
TIP OF THE ICEBERG

The impression given by the writers is
that the publicized cases represent only
"the tip of the iceberg". Beyond these, say
the writers, are many "more sensational"
cases the details of which cannot be
revealed for a variety of reasons. In any
event solid evidence for a vast number
Mffi cases is lacking. But we are, after all,
dealing with behefs as much as with
reality, and 'impression' is an important
one. Often the MIB cases that we know
of are not quite as sensational as Albert
Bender's three visitors, but they are
unsettling nevertheless. Take the case of
California highway inspector Rex Heflin.
On August 3, 1965, Heflin claimed to
have taKen a series of Polaroid photos of
a UFO from his car while parked near
the Santa Ana Freeway. The pictures
were quite clear and they showed an
object shaped rather like a straw hat
apparently floating above the ground.
Tliese pictures got a great deal of
publicity, and are still among the most
freguently reprinted UFO photos.
Heflin's story was investigated by the Air
Force shortly after it became known. It
was also looked into by investigators for
the Condon Committee dunng their
inquiry. (The committee investigator
produced a pretty fair imitation of the
photos by suspending the lens cap of his
camera in front of h1s car with a thread
and photographing it through the car
window). In addition, a host of un-official
UFO groups tackled the case in their
own way.
OFFICIAL INVESTIGATORS

There was considerable suspicion on
the part of official investigators that the
photos had been faked, but this was
Clifficult to prove or disprove without the
original pnnts. Being Polaroid photos,
there were no negatives. Heflin said that

he had turned over three of the four
originals to a man (or two men - the
stories differ) who claimed that he
represented tlie North American Air
Defence Command (NORAD). NORAD
denied that they had ever sent out an
investigator, or indeed, that they had the
slightest interest in the photos. The
mysterious person who is alleged to have
taken the photos has never been
identified.

SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION
On October 11, 1967, over two years
after Heflin's original sighting, but while
the Condon investigation was going on,
Heflin reported another encounter with
mysterious visitors. A man who said that
he was Captain C.H. Edmonds of the
Space Systems Division, Systems
Command, a unit of the Air Force that
had been involved in the first
investigation of his UFO photos, came to
his home. During the interview the man
who called himself Captain Edmonds
asked Heflin if he wanted his original
photos back. When Heflin said no, the
man was "visibly relieved". InexJ?licably,
the man then began discuss1ng tlie
Bermuda Triangle. This is an area near
the island of Bermuda where a number of
mysterious disappearances of airplanes
and ships have oeen reported. These
disappearances have been 1inked by some
to UFOs, though the connection does
not seem very convincing. While this
strange interview was going on, Heflin
said that he saw a car parked m the street.
It had some sort of lettering on the front
door but he could not make it out. To
quote the Condon Report description of
the incident, "In the back seat could be
seen a figure and a violet (not blue) glow,
which the witness attributed to
instrument dials. He believed he was
being J?hotographed or recorded. In the
meanume h1s FM multiplex radio was
playing in the living room and during the
questioning it made several loud audible
pops." All attempts by the Air Force,
various civilian researchers and the
Condon Committee itself to find
"Captain C. H. Edmonds" failed. As far
as can be determined, no such person has
ever existed.
WIERD INDIVIDUAL

A much more bizarre story was
supposedly told by an unnamed family
who had s1ghted a UFO. Sometime after
the sighting they said that they were
visited by a very strange individual. Ivan
Sanderson, who reported the incident in
his book "Uninvited Visitors", described
the individual thus: "almost seven feet
tall, with a small head, dead white skin,
enormous frame, but pipe·stem limbs."
This oddity said he was an insurance
investigator and that he was looking for
someone who had the same arne as the
husband of this family. He indicated that
the man he was looking for had inherited

a great deal of money. Continued
Sanderson; "This weird individual just
appeared out of the night wearing a
strange fur hat with a visor and only a
light jacket. He flashed an officiallooking card on entry but put it awar.
immediately. Later on when ne removed
his jacket he disclosed an official-looking
gold shield on his shin which he instantly
covered with his hand and removed."
GREEN WIRE
The strange visitor asked some personal
questions about the family, but nothing
at all about the UFOs. The creepiest pan
of the whole affair came when the eldest
daughter of the family noticed that the
"investigator's" tight pants had ridden up
his skinny leg, and slie saw a green wire
running out of his sock, up liis leg and
into his flesh at two points. After the
interview, the "investigator" got into a
large, black car which contained at least
two other persons, and seemed to
disappear on an old dirt road that led
from the woods. The car drove off into
the night with its headlights off. In
addition to scaring and Intimidating
people, visits of MIBs are also supposed
to produce a variety of unpleasant
physical symptoms. Bender said he
suffered from headaches, lapses of
memorx: and was plagued by strange
odours following the first VIsit of tlie
Men In Black. Otliers who say they have
had similar visitations have made similar
complaints. Another eerie thing
attriouted to MIB types, is the ability to
look like anyone tliey want to. Some
UFO researchers claim that MIBs have
been posing as THEM in order to silence
potential witnesses. John Keel, who has
written a number of UFO books , said
that he had encountered people who
refused to believe that he was who he said
he was. "Later contactees (those who say
they are, somehow or other, in contact
with the space people) began to whisper
to local UFO investigators that the real
John Keel had been kidnapped by a flying
saucer and that a cunning android who
looked just like me had been substituted
in my place. Incredible though it max:
sound, this was taken very seriously, and
later even some of my more rational
correspondents admitted that they
carefully compared the signatures on my
current letters with pre-rumour letters
they had received."
STRANGE ENCOUNTERS
As we said earlier, each era tries to
explain strange encounters in terms of its
own system of beliefs. I have been struck
by the similarity of some of these MIB
cases with medieval tales of encounters
with the devil or some of his demons.
The devil, for example, was very often
described as a man dressed in black. The
ability to change shape and appear in any

form was commonly attributed to
demons, who were able to take the shape
of a victim's friends and neighbours and
even assume the likeness of angels and
saints. Many of those who said that they
had met the devil complained of the same
range of physical symptoms reponed by
those who encounered the MIBS.
HAITIAN BELIEF
The shiny new cars associated with MIBs
are reminiScent of the Haitian belief in an
evil society of sorcerers called "zobops".
Haitians say that if you see a big, new car
going along the road without a driver, it's
under the control of the "zobo_ps", and
you had better not try to interfere with
It.
Now, I am not trying to imply that
the MIBs are agents of the devil, or vice
versa, anymore than I would try to say
that the little green men from Mars were
really the fairy folk of past generations. It
is just that our visions and fears often
remain the same over the ages, and only
our explanations for them cliange.

DEVIL

what they thought was a flying saucer
abouve them. Then followed two
completely blank hours in their lives.
They could remember nothing from the
time they saw the UFO until a time two
hours later when they found themselves
in their car several miles down the road
from where they had seen the UFO. For
months after this experience both of the
Hills suffered from severe psychological
distress. Finally they consulted a
psychiatrist, who hypnotized them{ and
under hypnosis the Hills revea ed a
strange stod of being kidnapped and
taken aboar a flying saucer. The Hills
didn't rush out and try to get publicity
about their experience or write a book
about it. In fact, they were remarkably
quiet. But the incident did ultimately
come to the attention of author John
Fuller, who had already written an
extremely popular UFO book. With the
co-operauon of the Hills and of their
psychiatrist, Fuller produced another best
seller, "The Interrupted Journey", which
was first serialized in the now defunct
'Look' magazine.
THE INTERRUPTED JOURNEY

Of course, encounters with the devil
during the Middle Ages were generally
more frightening and overpowering
experiences than current expenences wit&
MIBs. Everybody believed in the devil,
while today generally people do not
believe in the creatures from outer space.
Medieval society took devil stories in
dead earnest, and anyone who made such
a report might find himself facing a
painful death at the stake. The worst one
can expect from reporting a MIB
encounter is a certain amount of disbelief
and ridicule. In general, MIB tales are
considered too bizarre even to be
reported in local newspapers. They are
published only in magazmes and books
put out for and by UFO enthusiasts.
Usually such publications are yrivately
printed and are read by on y a few
hundred. A few books however, have
been issued by major publishers and have
reached a far wider audience. These cases
are also occasionally discussed on radio
and TV talk shows, so the information
gets around more widely than one might
think.
KIDNAPPING

A lot of people have heard of
"something" about MIBs without really
knowing any of the details. There is one
incident which bore certain similarities to
the traditional MIB case that did receive
very wide publicity. This is the story of
the "kidnapping" of Betty and Barney
Hill. While most of the MIB cases do not
appear directly to involve a UFO, this
one does. The couple were driving to
their home in Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, from Canada on the night of
September 19, 1961. They were on an
isolated stretch of road when they spotted

Though the book is carefully hedged
with qualifications that the experience
described might be a hallucunation or a
dream rather than a "totally real and true
experience", the distinct impression left
by The Interrupted Joumey on thousands
of readers was that the experience was a
"totally real and true" one. The people or
entities that were supposed to be
controlling the spaceship that kidnapped
the Hills can be squeezed into the Men In
Black lore. Barney Hill described one of
his captors as looking like "a red-headed
Irishman", hardly a MIB type. But
another wore "a shiny black coat , with a
black scarf thrown about his neck.
Under hypnosis Hill drew a picture of
"the leader" of his abductors. It is a
strange insect like face with a wide, thin
mouth and huge slanting eyes that seem
to go halfway around the creatures' head.
The eyes were the most frightening part
of the saucer inhabitant's strange
physiognomy. Once during a hypnotic
session with the psychiatrist Barney Hill
cried out in terror, "Oh, those eyes!
They're in my brain!" Glowing eyes, you
will recall, are considered some of the key
characteristics of the typical Man In
Black.
BRUTAL EXAMINATION

Unlike many of the books written by or
about people who say that they had
encountered the inhaoitants of UFOs,
The Interrupted Journey carries real
conviction. One gets the feeling that the
Hills and Fuller are intelligent, sincere
and sane people who really believe that
what they described is what actually did
happen. So this idea was planted in the
mmds of thousands of readers of The
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Interrupted Journey: UFOs can land, the
extraterrestrials can kidnap ordinary
people, subject them to a degrading ana
almost brutal examination ana then wipe
all memory of the incident from their
minds, leaving behind only an
unexplained sense of anxiety borderin_g
on panic. Well, what does all of this
mean? Are we being invaded by some
weird bunch of extraterrestrials who have
in the words of the "Shadow" radio
show "the power to cloud men's minds"?
Frankly die evidence does not support
such an alarming conclusion. Are all the
stories hoaxes and hallucinations?
Psychiatrists could certainly have a field
day with many of these accounts.
Symptoms such as loss of memory, severe
anxiety and other unpleasant reactions
strongly suggest that many of those who
report such experiences are in a disturbed
psychological state, though they would
claim the disturbance was causea by the
encounter with the strange visitor. In any
event they do not make the most reliable
of witnesses. Some of the other stories are
almost certainly sheer fiction, made up
either by some practical joker or by a
writer ot sensational bookS. Whether all
the stories are real of unreal is not a
question that we can answer conclusively
liere. The point is that we Americ~ are
building a mythology for ouselves, JUSt as
the Europeans did with their tales of
dragons, ogres and elves, and just as all
people have done in all parts of the world
rn all ages.
SUPERSTffiOUS NOTIONS

We have often prided ourselves on being
a practical, hardheaded, no-nonsense sort
of people who were immune to the
irrational fears and superstitious notions
of less clear-sighted and realistic folk.
This proposition is demonstrably untrue
and perhaps we are better off for it. Our
monsters, our space people,even if they
don't exist, if indeed they are rather silly,
also make life more Interesting and
exciting.
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AREA 51
A

TOU~lST

Marc Hawkins, a fellow Truth Seeker
based in Los Angeles is an expert on the
Ultra Top Secret American military
installation known as Area 51, also
known as Dreamland and Groomdry
Lake in Nevada. He often receives
correspondence asking for advice about
the base and how to get a good look at it,
so he has written a humorous little guide
on what to do once you reach the
installation.
Quotes from an anonymous letter on E-

Mail.....
I was wondering if anyone knew
anything about Area 51 (Groom lake,
The Box, the Air Forces secret Air Base)
Because I plan on going there! Or, is
there anotlier newsgroup that I may have
overlooked for this? And, How the heck
can I identify an "Aurora?"

CUl1)1:

massages. It's customary during your visit
to place a small gift as a token of
appreciation under any aircraft you
manage to get. to, favourites are usua}ly
wind-up beaside alarm clocks, planung
these will get you true VIP treatment.
You may even by offered a wonderful
tour of the Dulce base nearby, where you
will be escorted in a comfortable bus
with unique blacked out windows to
protect your eyes from the sun. O~ce
there, you will be given a comprehensive
tour of the liquifjing vats of biological
fluid and if you are really, really lucky,
you might just end up coming face to face
with the odd alien worKing at the
unde~round facility. During this time,
you will be persuaded br the entertaining
security people to tel them all about
yourself and your family and your
reasons for takin.g a trip out to Area .51,
they will do this by warmly pushmg
clenched fists to your face and St<?mac~,
and leaving you for exte!lded pt;nods m
nice but sparse rooms wtth no light and
unfortunately no food. So visit Area 51
soon! Better still, bring all your friends
from work on the trip, JUSt appear in the
middle of the night, you don't need to
reserve or phone ahead. Have fun!

Yes you can go there, the Base guards
always welcome tourists, make sure to go
at mght carrying lots of camera gear,
don't bother ~oing around the perimeter
~t waltz stratght to the main gate, you'll
find the guardS most helpful. ~hen they
say "Where the hell do yo~ ~hink y~:m are ·
going???", remember thiS ISJust therr way
of welcoming you, they on,.:'t:...!Z.:..;_t;:.;o;:.;o:..__ _ _---;7.il
many visitors, so they will
pro~ably give you ex~ra
special treatment, pretendmg
not to want to let you in, just
make a dash past them and
run as fast as you can. They
will yell and scream "Halt or
we'll shoot", but don't worryd
this is a long honoure
custom at Area 51, make your
way straight for the hangars ....
You find after a little chase
they will catch you and give
you the the stanaard greeting
consisting of light body blows
with their long metal
welcoming sticks. After this
enjoyable full body massage
your guides will bnng you to
see the base commander,
remember to pretend not to
speak english, instead try
jibberin9 some russian words,
and don t forget to constantly
struggle and try to escape, this
all adds to the fun, and the
guards will appreciate you're
Iiveliness .... and will reward
you with further body

NEWS DESK UPDATE
Cardiff UFO conference set to go ahead
in August 1995...
After last years gleamins success, the
South Wales UFO Group 1s holding it's
second conference in Tlie Powerhouse,
Llanederyn, Cardiff. The conference,
which included speakers such as Colin
Andrews (Crop Circles}, Busty Taylor
(Crop Circles), Margaret Fry (North
Wales UFO Group), Paul Damon (Truth
Seekers Movement}, John Holman (Alien
Acknowledgement Campaign, other
affils) and Gary Rowe, was well attended
cont ...
by over 300 people. This year will prove
to be even more of a sell out due to the
international UFO LOGY star, Dr John
Mack (Harvard Proffessor and PHD,
Pulitzer Prize Winner) who is booked to
do the only UK date in 1995 so far. Dr
Mack flying in from Switzerland and
interrupting a busy schedule in order to
make the speech. Another well known
ersonality appearing is Reg Presley
Crop Circles & UFO's, lead smger with
heTROGGS}.

~

"The conference will be over two days
and be very fairly priced", says Kerry
Blower, conference organiser, and last
years conference was only 5... Video
Projection of latest footage and side
speakers will be attending, with Traders
selling Books and other items of interest.
People wishing to set up stalls are urged
to contact Kerry soon.
Anybody interested in getting tickets for
this event had better liurry as they are
already being sold in advance and door
sales cannot oe guaranteed, please contact:
Kerry & Tom Blower, 10 Galslyn Court
Croesyceiliog, Cwmbran, Gwent. T ei
(0 1633) - 874983 days or up till 9.30pm.

New UFO waves...
It was reported in the news that
sightings of Triansular shaped craft have
been made over Ltverpool on November
4th and in a still active wave over
Colchester from November 6th. This
information was confirmed to me by
Phillip Mantle of BUFORA and Anne
De Boisgelin of QUEST
INTERNATIONAL. Other Disc and
bright light activity over Wiltshire
recently in East Kennet, and Silbury Hill
as well, where one group of people saw a
set of lights which grouped together into
one ball of light before "switching off".
UFO reports are still coming through
concerning disk and triangular craft
sjghtings in Bonnnybridge in Scotland.
(Now, for the weather- ED}

New film footage of Roswell Incident...
Recently Mr Reg Presley, UFO and
Crop Circle researclier stated on morning
television that he had seen 16mm camera
footage that was taken of an autopsy of
an Ahen, made in Roswell New Mexico
after a famous documented UFO crash.
TV Hosts Anne & Nick were astounded
by the information given by Mr Presley
who was only supposed to be on the
show to talk about crop circles. The
footage was shown to him in London by
a film producer who is looking to make a
documentary on the Roswell crash. Also
appearing on the program was crop circle
investigator Busty Taylor who managed
once more to peak tlie UK's interest in
crop cir~les by showing_ the _intriguing
magneuc crop, attaclitng nself to a
speaker magnet. Not so easy to hoax eh?
We hope to bring you more on the
footage story as it develops. (Doug and
Dave must be getting very clever ..
Snigger}

Stargate, the movie...
There is talk at the moment in the
computer network "Internet" of there
bein& subliminal messages being used in
the f'tlm "St~ate. • People have reported
seeing words behind pictures and of
feeling unusual sensations when watching
the film. Subliminal messages are
currently banned in most parts of the
world but were rumoured by some to
have also been used in the blockbuster
film "Close Encounters Of The Third
Kind. • I have seen the film and cannot
say that I saw anything myself although I
may have been enjoying the film too
much to notice, maybe next time.
There is also much bad feeling in the
United States about the film due to it's
representation of the Pyramids being
created by Aliens. Coloured people have
maintained that they alone built the
P.yram}ds and some are ~ngry_ that the
film tnes to take away thetr achievement.
Makers of the film are heard to have said
that the film was intended as fiction but
with a basis in some research which is
being done at the moment lending
credence to the alien-construction theory.
They also pointed out that it was die
native peoples of the nile who did create
the pr.ramtd in the film which included
Numtbian looking peoples but under the
guidance of an alien bemg. Will the same
feeling come forth in the United
Kingdom now the film has been released?
Still a brilliant film in my opinion.
When you see it, look out for the grey
who is the arch fiend!!

Passenger airline in near miss with
triangular UFO ....
The incident occured on the 6th of
January, 17 minutes before the British
Airways Boeing 737 was due to touch
down at Manchester Ringway Airport.
Captain Roger Wills and First Officer
Mark Stuart cowered back into their
cockpit seats anticipating a head-on
collis10n with the huge triangular craft
while travelling at a lieight of 13,000 ft
over the Pennines. The UFO turned and
went _past the right hand side of the
aircraft, disappearing immediately.
The 60 passengers on board were all
unaware of the UFO. Air Traffic control
radioed the pilots that they were the only
traffic in t!ie area when they requested
information about the mysterious craft.
Colleagues of Capt. Wills have said that
in a verbal descnption he gave to them,
the craft was "like nothing I've ever seen,
it was immense.. "
British Airways are investigating and
have sent reports to the Civil Avtation
Authority. (And to Rudloe Manor no
doubt.}
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CONTACT...
How to contact the writers of this magazine.

Our Truth Seekers Guru, known only as Pear, speaks out!!!
No one who has seen these phenomena
can fail to be impressed by die sheer size
and symmetrical perfecuon illustrated,
Few who have stoOd inside one will deny
the presence of a "special" kind of feeling
experienced at tlie time, though the
intensity of such feelings varies
consideraoly from person to J?erson.
I know of persons who claim that such
an experience has changed the whole of
their lives in a very benign way and of
others who feel such horror that nothing
in the world would induce them to enter
such a formation (the latter being a very
small minority) So, what is the true
meaning of these symbols, will we ever
be able to decipher them or, as Colin
Andrews asserts in his very excellent
video on the subject, will the meaning
remain hidden from us ?

Defies Explanation.
Let us discount the
relatively small percentage
of hoax circles, very
obvious and easily
identifiable as such, and
examine some of the more
serious hypotheses put
forward as exJ?lanations of
the majonty who's
perfection of form and
absence of crop damage
defies exflanation a.s to
means o construction.
One theory put forward is
that it is a manifestation of
the pain experienced by
Mother Earth as a result of
the senseless, erne~ grasping
and selfish rape and
destruction of her beauty and natural
resources, however far fetched this may
sound one cannot deny that such things
as Ley lines, tide irregularities and
changing weather patterns as well as
satellite photographs all give clear
indication & condemnation of the
criminal damage perpetrated by man on
our planet in die naJne of progress.

Extra Terrestrial Intelligence
By far the most popular theory put
forward is that some extra terrestrial
intelligence is trying to communicate
with us, credence is glVen to this theory

by the many sightings of moving lights,
forms and other aerial activity in the
areas where crop circles either already
exist or subsequently appear. Perhaps
someone up there is tryin_g to get through
to us, if so why choose this method, is it
because the symbols are huge enough and
interesting enough to arrest the attention
of a large number of people and would be
difficult to hide should anyone consider
hushing it up??
Most observers agree that these
phenomena first appeared as just plain
circles and tell us that they have now
evolved into complex shapes, PictograJns
and geometric symbols etc as thts is a
logical pr~ression to the human mind. Is
there motlier side to the Saine coin?
If one is trying to teach something to a
child or to some one/thing one assumes
to be of a lesser intelligence and it is
obvious that you are not "getting
through" does one then move on to more
complex lessons, or would one try to
simplify the first lesson to the
potnt where they may
understmd ?
As a "For instance", suppose
you drew a circle to represent a
head or face and it was not
recognised as such, wouldn't it
simplify the illustration if you
added a few straight lines as
arms, legs and body to make a
matchstick figure ? Just a
thought. Is it possible that the
tutors may be so superior in
intelligence that they assumed
that the symbolism of the early
circles would be readily
understood and that, realizing
that their assumption was
incorrect are now trying to
simplify their forms to establish our
levels of understanding?
Are the Pictograms a " Mind trigger"
or" Key" as has been suggested?
Remember that, if this theory 1s correct
then the teachers are trying to apply their
own non human thought {>rocesses in an
effort to communicate wtth us. On the
other hand of course it is just possible
that someone wise understood the
original message and is keeping quiet
about it, consequently the symbolism
could be increasing in complexity, what a
thought, no one could possibly want to
conceal such informauon could they could they????

Matthew Williams, 25 Upper Canning Street,
Ton-Pentre, Mid Glamorgan, South Wales.
CF417HG.
Tel (01443) 437853
Mobile (01374) 625281 as reception and use
allows!
Internet: Matthew@Empyr.dircon.co. uk
Usenet talk areas used: Alt.Alien.Visitors &
Alt.Paranet. UFO
Paul Damon, 57 Forge Close, Caerleon,
Gwent. South Wales. NP61PX.
Tel (01374) 467079 sometimes problematic
reception. As reception and use allows.
Paul Damon and myself are available to do
conference lectures and small meetings. We
can talk on diverse areas and can be contacted
at the above addresses for booking details. We
also have connections to many big names in
the UFO logy field, so if you need wish to
approach somebody else through us for
conferences or bookings -or simply to pass on
information, please feel free to get m touch.
During the summer months, we both Paul
and mrself can be found in the Alton Barnes
area o Wiltshire. I research the UFO activity
in the area and Paul looks at Crol? Circles and
UFO's. We can often be found 1n the Barge
Pub, in Honeystreet, Alton Barnes where t ~
will either po1nt us out to you or you can find
out where we are. Weekend's are the best time
to see us.
If you need help with planning a crop circle or
UFO related trip, especially to the Wiltshire
area area we may be able to help. We realise
this is probably more of use to the foreign
readers.
We are connected to South Wales UFCY'
Group which is an organisation of people
connected without formal membership or
meetings who keep each other in touch and
also we all help organise talks and conferences.
With all mail related articles please enclose a
Stamp Addressed Envelo~e as we are a nonprofit organisation and can t afford those rising
stamp fee's all the time ..... :-( We will try to
give a prompt reply.
We always want to hear from writers who
want to air their views on the subject. This is
just as much your magazine as it is ours,
change it's direction by putting your pen to
paper. Don't foq~et truth seeking need not be
UFO or Crop C~rcle related - we want all the
Truth - an eno to secrets!
Advertisers are free to apply for free adve~
where there is no clear profit behind the
organisation (our discretion). We will try to
put your free advert in the next available spots.
Paymg advertisers are also welcome. We have
to reserve the right to refuse some adverts.
Articles which appear in the magazine are
always open to interpretation and should not
be used in a any illegal activity. We accept no
responsibility for peoples actions based on
what they read here, although the writers will
probably secretly admire you for some of
them!
I think that covers the lot. Thanks for your
support and keep those eyes o.Pen. We will
break through the barr1ers 1n the end .. .
M.W.
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SI~C~Ili~C~Y
PARTlWO

On

BY MATTHEW WILLIAMS
Onsbnas day Paul Damon and I had otr lives Ureatened at what 1s

promg to be BrltatJs most Top-Secret base.
On 25th December 1994, Paul
Damon and I decided to make a
letide visit to Britain's favourite
yul
T
S
b
R dl
Ultra op ecret a~e - . u . oe
Mano~ near Corsham m Wiltshire.

We arnved at ~7.00hrs and drove around
the lowc:;r penmeter as best we could. I
was dnVlng but stoppe~ the car
periodic!llly to take the odd shde photo,
for ~se m conferences and _lectures. _In
pasSIJ?-g a stone wall ~ noticed a _quite
peculiar feature- outside the fencmg of
the. manor there was a sma_ll stone shed
wh!ch had a _small black <1;en~ on the top
of It. As this sh~d was _Inside M.O.D.
property, but sull outside any fences I
still thought it would have been silly ~o
get out to -have a look on foot. Reports ill
Tim Good's book ."Above Top Secr~t"
state. that he was PI~ked up for walkmg
outside the area by men who came out
of nowhere."
.
.
~nstead of a fence JUJ!lp, we decided to
dnve around an~ see if _there were any
ot~er.vantage pomts to vie~ the base. ~y
thts ume we had come agam to the mam
road. entrance to the base. I remembered
the trmes that I had been followed by c~
an~ vans that had then gone hac~ mside
this e~trance (See Truth Seeket:s 1ssue 1).
Looking a~ the. entrance, which was a
road lea.ding Inward~ to a further
checkpomt. we saw a sign staung t_hat
from the .driveway onwards was subJeCt
to _the offiCI~ secrets act. I thought about
this and decided that there ~ere lots of
oth~r places I haq ~een to which had been
subject to the offictal secre.ts ~ct but allow
your movement around mside them, as
long as you stay to ~he roads!
One ~uch place !S Porto~ Down, the
Chemical and Bw-Chemical warf~re
research !lnd develop_ment base, which
has. a ~am road straig~t _past the base
which IS all M.9.D. qfficial Secrets Ac~
property ~Ith displayed Anti
Pho~ography signs. Ru_dloe Manor has. no
Anu-Photography_ s~gns so our bemg
there on a plioto miSSion qoes not break
any rules per se. I explamed to ~a~l
why I though~ V(e coufd proc~ed ms!de
the base, even If 1t m~~t quesuo~s beul:g
asked by the authonues. (Wellmfact It
was more of_a spur of the m01;nent "go
on, lets get m thc:;re and see If we get
caught" type ~f attttude. He agree~ ~tth
what I was saymg and so we drove Inside.

On the road up to the guardhouse. there
!U"e speed bu.mps, and the r~ad spltts off
mto two dnveways for v1snors (?) an~
badged personnel. Although the area 1S
fenced oif we managed to pass a "husband
and wife" walking a dog. Thi.s is very
interesting because I have been mformed
that sometimes "people out for a walk"
areoftenusedforcoverforsecuritynear
sensitive bases. (Paul and I are involved in
an active invesugation of another base at
the moment which lends credence to the
dog walking theory. (It may sound crazy
but ifyou baa seen What we have seen gomg
on at this other secret base, you would agree
with thisO
Just before the Rudloe 1 guardhouse
was a _dual lamp Infra. Red camera
watchmg us on our dnve up to the
guardhouse. We drove near the road split
but chose neither, instead reversing the
car into a dirt track and then started to
take photos of the guardhouse. All of
this was obviously observed from the
guardhouse by a security man who w~s
JOined by a soldier wit~ an autom<l;tiC
machine gun. The soldier was playmg
P.eek-a-boo from round the doorway and
aid not venture forth. This prooably
means that security of the guardhouse
and Rudloe is so Important that the
security guard must be used to investigate
suspicious circu~stances and not ~he
soldier. The security guard made~ qmck
phonecall and then stepped outside the
guardhouse. He very slowly walked over
to our car keeping a close eye on us, after
all we could be I.R.A. as far as he was
concerned.
The conversation that now follows is
an approximation and not verbatim due
to tlie visit not being planneq in any great
detail and subsequently we did not have a
tape recorder with us.
Firstly guard the said "Hello", whilst the
soldier had now started to move slowly
out of the guardhouse and towards a
forward position thinking he was
obscured by the security guard. The
guard asked us what we were doing and
we explained that we were UFO
researchers who were interested in the
base for it's UFO analysis sections. He
seemed to know what we were talking
about, although he decided to answer thiS
by stating that all Low Flying
Complaints and Air Accidents were

reported to and investigated from
Rudloe. (First time admission!) We then
stated that we believed there was a lot
more going on than just standard aircraft
reports. To this he _gave no reply but
instead told us that thlS was also where all
the Security Vetting was done. Does this
mean M.I.S. M.l.6. and higher agencies
use Rudloe Manor as a heaaquaners for
all intelligence information checking?
Another firSt time admission!
We asked the guard if he knew about
the "Underground Town" supposedly
beneath Rudloe Manor or Rudloe Manor
Site 2. (Private research and also the
Television Programme "Scofields Quest"
have made mention of the Underground
Town complex) He stated that there was
a quarry at ~udloe site 2 but from what
he had seen, it was simply a quarry and
no more. Paul pointed out ~hat if it were
just a quarry then sure~y lt woul4 not
represent a threat to nauonal sec~nty to
let the Scofields Quest cameras m for a
look. He stated that this was not the way
the M.O.D. worked and that the
television crew were misguided. I
reminded the guard that he would
probably not be allowed to know about
such an undergr<?und facility if one 4id
exist due to the high secrecy s_urro~ndmg
it. He party agreed but sull tn_ed to
convince us that there was nothmg at
Rudloe Site 2 but a quarry. Why do the
R.A.F. operate a quarry? Does it have
something to do with weapons storage,
and if so one would expect some sort of
underground storage area inside the
quarry. There is a weapo~s storage
facility next door to Rudloe Sue 2, so we
can assume that this is the case. SO how
big an underground facility? The
questions go on.
I would rather go with what I have
heard by way of leaked information from
staff who built the underground "town"
than the official deniaf given by the
government.
Whilst quietly engaged in this low key
but interesting conversation Paul called
to my attention a white van that had
raced up the driveway and parked itself in
a blocking position in front of my car.
The doors slid open and two soldiers
emerged armed with semi automatic
machme guns. The driver of t~e vehicle
quickly got out and ordered his men to
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stand guard over our vehicle by
he seen any, did he know what went on
motiomng to them with his hands. The
at Rudloe. We ended up filling him with
driver then came over to our car and
good information and he did come back
with the enigmatic statement of "Well
leaned in and said "Good day gentlemen,"
with a nod to the security guard who
who knows what they get up to, but I am
not allowed to say anything anyhow."
then departed. The driver was dressed in
Th:is was said with a knowing tone in his
camouflaged gear and ap_peared by his
vmce.
rank to be a sergeant. He did not identify
himself directly.
When the sergeant returned he said that
our details had checked out but he was
We were asked many questions about
our being there and who we were. We
not happy with us being there. He told us
did our best to provide as much
thatwewerenotallowedtotakephotos
information as we could using our
as it was prohibited. I dis~reed and stated
gleaned information about the base and
that there were no anti photography signs
It's activities and how all of this fitted
posted so there was no restriction. He
into UFOLOGY. After our Oscar
argued that there were signs posted and
winning performance, this stone faced
that I had not seen them. I said that I had
checked very carefully that there were no
cold war hero then proceeded to declare
that he was "Not satisfied with our
anti photography signs up before taking
photo's, to wh1ch ne submitted, but
explanation and he would need to see
proper identification and would be
then went on to say that in future we
maKing security checks with "Civvy"
should seek the permission of base
police as to our status."
commanders of an:y: base that we wish to
Again we did our best to help
take photographs of. He also said that the
base commanders would more than likely
and gave him as much I. D. as
we could, including my
&'IJ~ro·
notgiveussuchpermissionandthatifwe
B. U . F . 0 . R . A .
-t ,#J ,<:came back to this base in the future to
membership card. Just
~<-o~~~o ~'~~'~
take photos we would be blocked!
before he left to
~'<J ,<- ~& ro'<Jo ·1-' '!:oro
0
make his checks
I think the challenge has been set
0 b- b-0<-~~1¢ f..~ 11-~'<::-~1¢~--t>~&~~ ·,ro r!f ~o~#..fJ~·~~ 1J.<' ~
and we may have another
he made the
following
x~o~ 0<:-rob-~~of(. ~ &q.·t;:.b- "f.P'"(.J'<::-1¢~1¢
Groom Lake on our hands.
e,O' ~~ 1J.<' ~ Ji..-lf'¢~'f.!Jrq..f:\<Jo ~' ~
The trouble with this
0
'<J'<::-cf!&'< ~<:-(1:,1¢.()
cf;' f~1J.b- ~<"~I¢~.q:- ~1¢ ;1 Gro<?m Lake is that they
o'< o'< ~1¢"-J f} ~0:'-- ~·~ 1J.~t;:.· o'~ ":~-.1¢{0 y::.l¢ 1¢
will try to stop you
~ ~0~~1¢ ro#ffr~~'-~><PoJ (J):;,._1J.~ (~ro~'<J'-0 b--«. ~~<:-?!-\ '<J~ 'b.
taking photo's with
f(.O r:f'''f::- CJ~~ """"-~~ ~"1 <-o 0) ~1¢ <J...oro~'Q'I!l ~«.ro 1J.'<::-# ,,'Qrq._~fpwhat appears to be
~o"<j JJ'IIl f(.1J.~~o< ~ ~1¢ ~o'>\'<::-1¢ ~ ~,o~~iti- '<Jo ~o'>~~~~:'<J no legal power to
'<v:;J0~ ~ ~¢'<'¢ t::-(1:, o'< 0"(vi¢ 0~o <1¢ 'ft..'¢ 1J.?J. '"""~ ~'{: t: -<-'_1.-J'
d o s o ...
disturbing
~ rP~ '<J~ &-(i}"f.Jro "'- <:- ro~ 0~'< 1¢ ro1J.&~'>'Ill 'QI¢6 fJ CJ'I!l of!'"'_ o<
Cameras at
statement,
~ro.j.l¢:(;;-'f1J.<:-~#<-b-1~ 1J."ro'<J~·,ro #fJr,0t6 ro"<j"(.J1J..()'f::-f,\~ thereadyi
"lam going
'<J'<::-fJ.;fCJ~"<jfJ•\"<o ~o'>~">JJ~'<::-"!-J.q_~"<j #~ro\Q~JJ
say.
to c~eCk your
1J.~&~'<::-1J.~'>~ lfJ·{.~'tt.&:.~t;j$-}cfJ~ol.J~"(.J~~~.q:-cr~ro'r.
details. Do not
~ 0'> ?J.-1¢ ~,~ 1J.~'>IfJ'lll-:,..<f.i .'".xf'J qp ?J.I¢CJ1J.<:-f~~roo'~
I do
get out of your car
"1 ~'Ill r.l·.,..cf:''Q eoo;jprP 1¢& tf::·fc,~lfJ i'CJ~'<::-o"f!J& f!i:~&-"tt-_,ro~'<lfJ
whilst I am gone, do
?J.-1¢_# i,ro· t::- '<ff, (;J-«. 1¢v:r ?J.~r1:, ro"<j ~\~ d0 -l!i 1J.
rou understand?" us'V:r#_<?J. f}f.j ~o'>#.." '<::-# (Jo< -<..~ .q:-!!1 ,::i<f:;,._{0 0 ro'>~l¢{0
Yes, no problem" "Do
1J.<' tv ~ l!i~ fJ <fl ~~· 0~-:;,.. ~ ().'Ill roo'< '<J
not attempt to drive away
><?%~'<::-# :J'CJcP~\~~ fJ~ ~~~
fi.J'<J'-~-;:..,
agree
in the vehicle whilst I am
(J;,I¢'!::-I(jl~ fl.!fl ><P '!..# #.~rf'ro <0 ~o:~
n o w
"<j cl'.;§;J~·t::-~~~ (f' ~ rq.'<JCJ'), "#"
t h at in
gone, do you understand?" us
· "We won't go anywhere."
~"' Q_~ f;.o J;:><-(J;,fi.J'>0 '<' fJ (;!
future it may
"Because if you ao try to get out of
"?~ o'Q -<,.1J.<'11-'<JI¢ <:-I¢ 11-.(bl
b e p 0 1it e t 0
the vehicle OR try to drive away you
~Of fi.J"<j ero~.-~.. CP"
advise the b as e
WILL BE TAKEN OUT OF
'<J'<::-e 0~~
commander of our
CIRCULATION!" (my empahasis
'Q~.#.J
intentionsinordernotto
added).
"<P.
start any major security alert
but there will obviously be
Both Paul and I were stunned at this.
What law had we broken and what
times that we will not want to give
powers did this man have to keep us
such information due to the time lost in
there simply for going up a driveway and
perhaps securing important photo's.
So we left Rudloe Manor and started on
taking photo's in an area that we were
our way back to Alton Barnes. We were
allowed to do so?
followed back part of the wax but got rid
Whilst the Sergeant was away at the
guardhouse one of the soldiers standing
of our tails by drivin~rouna and round
roundabouts so they knew we weren't
guard paced near our car and we got his
attention in order to have a talk. He told
having any of it.
us that we had got the whole base on full
One of the vehicles that followed us
alert and there was a real stir. We said
was a police car, and yes they do have
police cars at Rudloe Manor ready for
that we were sorry but we could not see
that we had done anything wrong. We
enforcing police powers or what ever
they get up to in tlieir MIS secret squirrel
asked him questions about UFO's- had

\4"

activities. It is interesting to point out
that the fleet of security vehicles that
Rudloe possesses is easy to see by driving
by the base. Most are white and
unmarked. These are easily converted by
putting signs on the sides mto all manner
of trade vehicles, such as Bloggs Window
cleaners etc, for covert acuvity. (See
Truth Seekers Review edition one for a
story of how I was followed by one such
veh1cle which I then followed all the way
back into the base.)
If they are this interested in security of
the base then it is obvious that they are
hiding something good there. I know of
no other obvious base which takes such
measures. In our conversation with the
sergeant, Paul fired the question of why
Rualoe Manor was the only U.K. base
which still had a state of emergency called
"Bikini Black Alpha", which he knew
previously from an inside source which
signifies ultimate threat paranoia coupled
wuh the security forces being given live
ammunition in sub automauc machine
guns. The Sergeant was plainly taken
aback by this question as it is supposed to
be an "Official Secret", and all lie could
pipe up was "Because it is!".
Looking back Paul and I wish now that
we had put on Irish accents and asked
where tliey kept the bombs. This would
have seen us inside the base and given us a
damn good look of the inside with a
probable free meal.(And a possible head
massage with thier peace sucks?) Perhaps
not.
If anybody is interested in viewing the
base, read Trm Goods book, "Above Top
Secret", or you can get in touch with us
and we may be able to help advise you.
Always make sure that you check what
the security level is, as they may decide to
make the driveway off limits and then
put up the anti-photography signs after
all. Don't use tliis as a gUide on what to
do there, use your own initiative and
keep yourself abreast of the legal situation
and your rights in case you ao get into
trouble. Wah that aside you should be
able to get a damn good look at this
interesting place. Have fun and be sure to
let this publication know what you see or
hear, or experience, we could well want
to publish It. In issue 3 ofT ruth Seekers
Review, we will be publishing the
photographs "we should not have taken".
It stands to reason that it is about time a
concerted effort was put together to
expose the secrets of a base the
government and military are too ashamed
to talk about therefore deeming them
secret, or above top secret as the case
maybe. Paul and I have carried on where
Timothy Good finished, and I can assure
you that this will not be the last report
on R.A.F. Rudloe Manor, the most secret
base in Britain.

(Editor Update ... just before going to press
we have received new information on
Rudloe Manor. Once verified we will bring
you this in the next issue! · MW)

PAUL DAMON
In the beginning, before mysterious
linger on. Interest and appreciation for
coming from the skies and bringing
gods arrived from the skies seeking to
the Aboriginal culture is mcreasing all
many chi 1d r en with him. The
populate the earth, the Aborigines of
over the world, the main reason being
primordia 1 being is known to
Australia believed the Earth was a
that there are key elements in their
.Aborigines today as erina itja
barren and featureless globe. They also
mfthologies that are present in those of
arbamankala, translated as 'him none
believed that the gods that arrived from
al cultures, but the Aboriginals have
made', who came before the Dreamtime
the skies were the Aboriginal ancestral
not lost their secrets. Like the North
(alchera). The children he' brought
Beings. Before terraforming the world
American red Indians - they still hold
with him populated the world of that
and creating all of the species of plants
their rituals and ceremonies at the
period, creating mankind along with all
and animals, these beings created the
sacred places of power, and their sacred
other 1if e. They then went
geographical features through
underground to await the
t h e i r m o v em e n t s and
return of the prime father, the
adventures upon the planet.
primordial being. Although
This was "Dream time", an
their are many variations of
idyllic time when Australia
this story between differing
tribes, the primordial being
was an Eden filled with gentle
animals, plentiful food
from the stars is a running_
supplies, and sweet water.
constant. Imagine a race of
Here early man flourished and
superior beings, travelling
became the intellectual
through space m aeons long
aristocrat of the prehistoric
past, and coming upon our
world. Governed by a logical
solar system. After charting
foundation of laws laid down
the gas giants and the worlds
witliin the solar system, they
by supernatural ancestors,
find that the Earth with its
thousands of generations of
Aborigines lived in perfect
rich atmosphere and primitive
harm on y wit h t heir
develoP.ing lifeforms is the
surroundings and with each
most hkely candidate for a
seeding program. A team of
other. For what is said to be
scientists is despatched to the
100,00 years the Australian
tribes were seldom in want.
Earth to work on the seedin~
Their economic system
project, while more craft
afforded to them highly valued
arrive to clean up the solar
time which they devoted to
system and wipe out potential
threats to the Earth, such as
art, music, dance and myth,
and to land management,
rogue meteors, comets and
conservation, and animal
planetoids. After a great deal
husbandry. The end of
of time, the craft start to
"Dreamtime" came 10-20,000
leave, and the scientists with
years ago when searing
their seeding project begin to
droughts ravaged the verdant
leave as well so the genetic
jungles. Gone were the clouds
program can unfold by itself.
which had washed the land
After many millenia have
with their cooling rains.
passed the Earth is again
Although expelled from their
visited and the travellers find
Eden, the Aoorigines kept the
that the program has taken a
few odd turns - the result
ancient laws given by their
ancestors and adapted to the
beint,; that huge un-intelligent
changing environment. When ========================:=~ repules have taken sway of
the animals starved in bad seasons, so
close to heart, being
the food chain. These reptiles are
did the Aborigines. Still, they
passed on from one generation to the
instantly wiped out in order for the
continued to sing the song cycles and
next- never leaving tlie tribal circles of
program to l>e corrected and to make
faithfully kept the rituals with their
elders. The ancient magic the initiated
way for the flower of the seeding
promise of renewed life. In secret and
knew in the bush has not been lost, as
program to evolve, culminating in the
sacred places of power, the initiated
they are aware that when they dream,
human being. Permanent bases are
they go into the presence of their
created on other worlds, a Mars base
ones pamted pictures on the sandstone
and pondered life after death in
ancestors and the greater beings. Their
acting as the solar system headquarters
is built in the Cydonia area. There they
Willunda, the aboriginal heaven located
idea of a return of the "Dreamtime" is a
universal concept, a subconscious
also build a huge sphinx like structure
among the stars. Today, the racial
climate has vastly improved in
longing for the return to that magic
facing the heavens showing the face of
Australia. Old wounds from the
time which is today firmly planted in
the supreme being of die visitors.
colonial and gold rush days have healed,
the mind and heart of modern man.
Personnel are left to man the bases and
yet deep scars remain. UnfortunatelY.,
The early parts of their mythology do
monitor the progress of the evolving
mistrust and misunderstanding sull
indeed talk of a primordial oeing
seeding program while the bulk of the

mission team return home. Again a
great length of time passes and interest
eventually increases in the evolving
lifeforms on Earth. Another scientific
contingent arrive and a further bug has
been found within the program. A
crisis situation arises and permission is
seeked to make a direct genetic
alteration to the subject seeds of the
program as their genetic evolution has
halted at a primitive st~e. Permission is
given and many of the pregnant
Iifeforms of the seed are taKen aboard
craft and undergo embryonic genetic
alterations. A totally new variety of the
seed emerge upon the face of the Earth
as a result and gain dominion. That
jump in evoluuon is what we now
know to be the missing link. The crisis
situation over, all scientific personnel
leave the solar system and leave the
bases derelict but self-running. A short
time later a construction missiOn arrives
to begin a massive developmental
project upon the small tenth planet of
our solar system which has such a vast
orbit that 1t swings through the orbits
of the inner planets of the solar system
every 10,000 years. The barren surface
of the planet hides the hollow interior
which is made into a huge permanent
colony of visitors. Reg!Jlar visits from
scienusts among the colonists to Earth
provide useful development programs

is theory only, although I have used
certain pieces of information that were
allegedly given to US military personnel
by the Holloman landing greys. Could
this be the way that it was m times long
gone. Are we all cosmic children and
still being observed by our parents? It
could be m these latter times, when we
look at the enigmatic standing figures of
Easter island, the pyramids of ancient
Egypt and the even more ancient sphinx
tliat we are looking into a past
unexpectedly more mysterious than we
could possibly imagine. We really need
to examine as a maJor issue knowledge
that may have been lost in the mists of
time by looking at ancient sites with a
more profound and alternative
viewpomt as they hold memories that
could unlock the secrets of the genesis
of mankind.

We must also examine the question of
whether this genetic harvesting damages
the host in pliysical ways. For example
are any of the major UFO organizations
checking and cross referencing the
medical histories of abducted women,
for any unusual patters of medical
problems, espectally hormone and
reproductive problems as this seems to
be the aliens main interest area. One of
the earliest cases of abduction - the
Betty and Barney Hill case involved
medical problems, when Barney
contracted genital warts after what
appeared to be a suction cup was placed
on his genitals. This shows that another
area that we need to look at is the
question of possible medical infection
through medical examinations by the
alien beings. So far I have seen or read
no evidence to support the theory that
the aliens are using any cleaning
procedures before, during or after the
medical procedures. If the instruments
used are not sterile then the risk of
infection is very real and very:
dangerous. Many: of the reported
instruments break the skin and probes
are sent internally into the body,
causing the wound to bleed and scar.

Dart!l Smith examines an Issue
not often considered......

What about the possibility that the
abductee before you in the queue may
have had an infection, illness or disease.
It is a coincidence that in the years
when abductions by alien beings reach
fever proportions that we are under
threat from a host of new and deadly
diseases of which many are harsh and
even terminal, such as AIDS. I am not
saying that aliens are swoopi11g down
and iriiecting us all with the AIDS virus,
but the baste reality is that they could
unwittingly be helping in the spread of
these diseases throughout the human
population.

The abduction scenario and its various
agendas are now generally termed to be
real events by most of the UFOlogical
community. If this is so then we snould
ask some very serious questions. One is
why is there a genetic agenda to the
abductions and also if there is a
possibility of, and if there is to what
extent, damage is being done to the
abductees, or as some people call them
"experiencers ". If you believe in the
reality of the abductions then you
cannot deny the genetic agenda of these
entities. This appears to be ever
increasing towards ilie definite reality of
a human/alien hybrid. The participants

The reported autopsies on the alien
beings state that therr digestive systems
and other organs are atrophied ,
damaged or diseased. This could be
suggestive of some kind of genetic
disorder, probable disease or widespread
illness. 1f you were ever abducted
would you be willing to go last in the
queue, JUSt imagine trying to explain to
your partner that it was aliens who
Infected you with pubic lice or
WORSE! Would you be willing to take
the risk that researchers maybe up until
now have ignored whilst arguing over
the reality of the existence of alien
beings?
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to develop tribes and groups around the
planet. Once the liumans undergo
mtelligence evolution, certain _groups
get larger and start to build pnmitive
buildings. It is then that the visitors
really start to make contact with these
early civilizations and teach them about
thetr origins, the stars and how to
utilize the land and the elements. A
Dream time is born. Most of the above

of this genetic program do not seem to
have a choice, and even though ~
aliens have buried most of the memories
of the interstellar rape deep within the
subconscious, it is found that they can
still fester within the human
subconscious causing a wide range of
symptoms such as depression and
traumatic shock without the abductee
even being aware.
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John Robinson reports on the
interview with world leading
abduction researcher DR.JOHN
MACK and Truth Seeker
Richard Cutting ..... .
phenomena. Dr.Mack is scheduled to
speak at the second South Wales
Supernatural, UFO & Crop Circle
Conference in August of 1995 - details of
which are published on page 10 of thts
issue.
john Robtnson
Interview with john Mack, july 19th
1994 by Richard Cutting.

How many purported abductees have
you worked witli up until now?

Dr.1ohn Mack, M.D. is fast becoming
world famous inside and outside of UFO
research communities for his incredible
investigations into the abduction
phenomena and has appeared on prime
time television intervtews broadcast by
stations all over the world. He is a
Harvard graduated psychiatrist, ranking
highly at the Harvard Cambridge
Hospital and a founding director of the
Center for Psychological Studies in the
Nuclear Age - now named Center for
Psychology and Social Chan~e. Before
Mack re1eased his shattertng book
Abduction - human encounters with
aliens, he wrote the classic Nightmares
and Human Conflict, and won a Pulitzer
prize for his work A Prince of Our
Disorder. His career radically changed
when he admitted while serving on
EST's board of Directors that he valued
highly eastern spirituality and uses
transpersonal approaches in his clinical
work, a term used in Freudian
psychoanalysis. He has been closely
Jollowed by press and collea,gues alike in
his new-found career of abduction
research, and has had to put up with
false witnesses such as Donna Bassett
who claimed to have got under the shell
of Dr. Mack with false claims of
abduction. In 1993, wzth money donateii
by C.B. Scott jones' Human Potential
Foundation, Mack founded the Program
for Extraordinary Experience Research
(PEER) with the objective of
investigating the alien abduction

I've seen 90 to 100 people who fulfill the
criteria that I use to put somebody in the
category of authentic abductee or
experiencer which are: Does the
person, with or without the use of an
altered state, hypnosis, modified hypn
osis or relaxauon exercise; experience
contact with humanoid beings! And do
these beings take them by some force into
an enclosure and subject them to various
procedures? And is this reported with
emotion appropriate to what they are
talking aoout! And is there no
psychiatric condition, as far as I can see,
to explain this?
Are all hypnotized?
Not all are hypnotically regressed.
Nearly 60 of the people have done one to
ten hypnosis or relaxation exercises.
When I establish with somebody, in my
own mind at least, that they ' re an
abductee, there's a choice to be made. Do
they want to go further in ex.Ploring the
phenomenon? It has to do wtth my time
and their availability and interest in going
further. It's remarkable to me how many
people do want to go further. They feel
ihat a large part of their lives has been cut
off from their awareness and they can't
access it. Even though they know that
the recovery of these experiences is going
to be disturbing to them, the majority do
want to go further.
What psychiatric/psychological tests
have tliey been subject to?
Four of the people that I've seen have

had a battery of tests by a Ph.D.
psychologist. The full battery of
psychological tests is very expensive and
ts not routinely done when you do a
psychiatric work-up. But I had four
people tested, three of whom came out
highly functional, healthy and nor~al
range. One young man was quae
troubled. His tests revealed psychological
disturbances, although those disturbances
did not explain his abduction experiences.
You have sug~ested that theraey for
experiencers ts, from your cltnical
standpoint, a co-creative process.
Could you expand on this idea?
People who do work in this field, who
do work with abductees, have differing
ways of looking at the phenomenon.
And they have very strong opinions
about that. My sense is that there are
many selective processes going on here.
Who peoJ?le tum to -will the person they
meet wah be receptive to their
experiences? In order to gain the trust of
abouctees, you need to convey a sense of
openness and be willing to listen to what
they say and make a connection with
them. This is not a matter of being like
an instrument coldly or distantly, as
subject examining a person as the object.
You enter into a deep connection with
that person, and what that person brings
fortli is, in part, a product of what tlie
facilitator can hear, or can tolerate to
hear. The person will bring forth what
they feel the psychological atmosphere in
the interview will tolerate- whicli isn't to
say that they say what the interviewer
wants to hear. It's not that at all. It's
misinterpreted that way. You don't lead
the person. I don't get a sense they are
trymg to please me by what they are
coming out with. On the contrary
people are very troubled to have had
these experiences. It's troubling to have
these experiences recalled, and it's also
troubling to have the fact that they've
had the experiences affirmed. In other
words, they would prefer it not to be
true, and often say they wish there was a
pill to make it go away. So, what I mean
by co-creative ts that there has to be an
openess and receptivity to the material,
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whatever it may be. It's striking that
or whatever they are; seem to not respect
that barrier. These entities seem to
some investigators will get mainly the
material about examinations ana the
belong in the parallel universe, but they
hybrid project. I get that, but I also get a
cross over and manifest in the physical
great deal about the destruction of the
world. They are not of one or the other.
The Western-Newtonian-Cartesian
earth's ecology which is conveyed by the
beings. And I get that in case after case.
paradigm has no way to deal with that.
And tliis gets into the methodologies.
That may have to do not so much with
my values necessari\y, which I've been
When you are dealing with the physical
cnticized for - everybody has ecological
world per se, as though abductions were
values -but it's that I, for some reason,
purely a phenomenon in the physical
have an openess to hear material which is
world, then you would look primarily
more earth- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . for evidence in
related or more
the sensory
transcendant or
empirical mode.
ecological,
Physic a 1
evidence that
spiritual, I don't
Know what to call
you could put
it. There may be
your hands on,
touch, smell,
someth.ing in my
consciOusness
feel, bite etc. But
which creates the
w i t h
a
possibility that
phenomenon
those dimensions
that crosses over
of the experience
b e tween the
can be orought
unseen world, if
forth, where as
that is what it is,
o t h e r
then it may be
investigators
that the ways
might not hear
we know, study
and learn may
that material. In
fact, they don't
have to change
he a r t hat
if the reality
material. I think
we're studying
t h a t t h e
is different. So,
receptivity of the
the paradigm
investigator has
change includes
somethmg to do
b o t h t h e
with the material that's brought forth.
ontological and the epistemological shift.
But I want to stress that that doesn't
As far as I can tell, this 1s such a
mean that it's brought fonh to please the
phenomenon. It does seem to come from
this other realm but it crosses over and
interviewer. It means it can be heard.
manifests in the physical world and there
What I mean by co-creative is that there
are physical findings. So the
is this connecting of two peoples'
consciousnesses and that will affect what
methodology then is not either-or. It can
be both. My speciality is not as a
material the person brings forth.
physical scientisthbut as a psfchiatristIt seems one ofJour messages to r.our
psychologist. T at's what do. So I
colleagues an the general public
tended to play mr strong suit, which is
concerns the need for a completely
the assessment o mental states. In the
different paradigm in dealing with the
hundreds, getting to thousands of hours
alien abduction phenomenon. Can you
that I've now spent with abductees, the
please elaborate?
phenomenon doesn't act like anything
other than actual experience. Whicli
The most definitive distinction between
means that it doesn't act like a form of
the old and the new paradigm has to do
mental illness. It would be much more
with the relationship between our reality
individualized. These accounts are so
and what might be called the spirit world,
consistent, down to the smallest details.
the unseen world, the world behind the
It doesn't act like dream or fantasy,
veil, parallel universe- there are all kinds
which are very individual, nor mass
of terms. In this culture[ the realm has
psychology or hysteria or psychosis
been the province of olklorists or
because tliere's no mass phenomenon
students of comparative religion,
here, no contagion, no group
anthropologists · It's been kept quite
phenomenon. Abductees tend to be quite
separate from science. What appears to
separated from each other unless they are
be happening with the abauction
brought together in a support group or
phenomenon is that these beings, entities,
by becoming friends. So tliat leaves only

real experience. The next question then
is, is it any other kind of real experience?
Like sexual trauma, or other kinds of
trauma. But it doen't act like anything
else. First of all, the experiences: the
traumas are only one dimension of them.
There are visions on the ships of
ecological destruction, there are journeys
on the ships, around them, children and
adults are shown different quarters of the
ships sometimes. There are conversations
that go on telepathically between the
abductees and the alien beings that are
quite complex and sometimes involve
zen-like cryptic messages; all of which are
part of the whole phenomenon. So the
mtrusive procedures - being raralyzed
and taken against one's w1l , and the
reproductive/ sexual element · are the
traumatic ones. But they are only some
of the many elements that occur as pan
of the whole phenomenon on the sliips.
On the matter of sexual abuse, one thing
that argues against this theory is that the
majonty of the experiencers have not
been sexually abused. You can always
say "Maybe you didn't go far enough ... "
and maybe they were sexual abuse
victims an~ay. But it was also clear in
the cases where there has been sexual
abuse - when they've had both
experiences - the abductees are quite able
to distinguish the dimensions of trauma
that come from sexual abuse versus those
which are alien-related. The most
convincing argument is that some of
these people are very solid, healthy,
someumes prominent, well-put-together
people, who uron examination do not
give evidence o having any other kind of
trauma. One is left wtth the only logical
conclusion, as a psychiatrist - that It is
what it is. That 1t iSn't something else.
That there appears to be an intruswn of
some son of intelligence into our world.
This gets back to the question of
evidence. I'm on most solid ground
when I stay with the psychological
evidence. This acts like a real expenence
that's not something else. Since this is a
phenomenon which perhaps comes from
another dimension, and enters into our
physical world, and people are observed
to be missing and physical things happen
to them, it is important to gather P,hystcal
evidence. I think. the phystcal ev1aence is
important. Myjob however, is to assess
mental states. That's what I do.
Much criticism has been levelled at
your research methodologies which
some have claimed fail to adhere to
scientific standards. You in fact have
stressed the need for a consistent,
sound set of principles to apply to the
phenomenon. What would those
principles be, in a nutshell?
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This phenomenon is so complex. There
are so many potential disciplines. What
I've stressed 1S what I know best - how to
best evaluate these cases as a psychiatrist.
The appropriate methodology for
someone lili:e me would be to use my
psychological acuity and capacities to
assess mental states and map out the
terrain of this phenomenon by the case
study method. Interviewing people and
establishing that these are experiences
that can't be explained oy other
psychiatric or psycliosocial means. This
has been the methodology. Through
PEER (Program for Extraordinary
Experience), we are now embarking on a
research J:>roject which will hypothesize
that careful psychological testing and
questionnaires and eventually interviews
will not come up with some pathology or
dynamic explanation that could account
for this phenomenon. I think that kind
of formal research should be done, for
sure.
In this early stage, I believe that the
methodology which I've used, which is a
time honored one when your trying to
establish a new field in psychology and
psychiatry; is to use narrative and case
study metnod. To explore individual
cases in some depth, and then see how
they compare, bow thejhenomena
repeat tliemselves an how that
consistency is established. As a
psychiatrist who knows the history of
my field, I don't have any problems
defending that methodology.
So now if the criticism is that I should
have spent more time on the physical
evidence, what I would say to that is
that's a whole field in itself. That should
be done by physicians, who have been
woefully neglectful, by the way, in taking
it on. There are a few, like Richard Neaf,
John Miller and John Altschuler who
have studied this and described it,
appropriately, what they know best
accordmg to their medical specialities.
Altshuler's a pathologist, and he has
studied the patliology ofpeople's lesions.
Miller's an rnternist who knows surgery
too, who has looked at the medical
reports and the instruments that
abauctees report, and has shown that
they are not the kinds of medical surgical
instruments we use here on Earth. I don't
know of a dermatologist who has looked
at these scoop marks, cuts, whatever. But
I'd point out that for me to take that ontaking pictures of little scoop marks and
cuts and trying to demonstrate that there
are these physical findings -I would be a
ready target within the medical
profession. Because a dermatologist, say,
who doesn't know this field and doesn't

know that this evidence should be used,
in my view, corroboratively, to the
psychological material I've been talking
about; would simply say, "What is this'?
Someone stuck tlie1r fingernail in there
and hurt themselves in the night."
In my book I do summarise the physical
findings but I don't argue for them, I
don't set myself up as being able to
defend it as a physician on medical surgical grounds. I make reference to it.
People are so hasty, they don't stop to
think They say I am too relaxed aoout
the physical evidence. They don't
consider that I have special problems as a
physician in argueing for physical
evidence that does not stand u~ by itself
but is corroborative. Now, its fine for
Bud Hopkins, and people who are not
psychiatrists or any other kinds of
physicians to be gener.ilists and talk about
the J:>henomena; hybrids, skin lesions,
missing pregnanCies and one thing or
another. I have tremendous respect for
their work, but I cannot go around
talking about these things with authority
because one cannot establish that those
medical surgical reports are not caused by
something else, or that the pregnancies
are truly proved to be missing or caused
by aliens. If I start, as a physician among
physicians talking about the cuts and
scoop marks and getting serious about
them, and stan taking pictures of them
and stuff, I would be very vulnerable.

When I speak about my psychological
findings, among psycliiatrists and
psychofogists, they re troubled because
they know I know my stuff. They may
have some theory in mind, say sexual
abuse, before they go into the meetings but when they here the material, and
particularly when they see the abductees,
they have no

didn't know what the basic findings of
the field were.

HOW HAS YOUR INVOLVEMENT
WITHAL TERNA TIVE THERAPIES
AND CONSCIOUSNESS STUDIES
INFLUENCED YOUR WORK WITH
EXPERIENCERS? FOR INSTANCE,
HOW ARE YOU USING YOUR EST
TRAINING AND KNOWLEDGE: OF
HOLOTROPIC BREATHING?
These modalities represent part of an
effort to expand human self li:nowledge
and consciOusness. What EST and
Werner-Erhard set out to do is to
question the way we see things. To
question the basic assumptions,
psychological, cultural, etc. to open
ourselves to the possibilities that there are
other realities. I can't say how I
specifically apply these things. Grof
breathwork is kind of like an energised
meditation. The princiJ:>al thing I have
learned from that is to be open to the
transpersonal realm - that capacity of our
consciousness to identify beyond
ourselves all kinds of native spirits or
mythic beings. It's a powerful
identification with entities. It's that
consciousness can travel beyond the brain
and communicate with beings that are
beyond everyday reality. It doesn't mean
that those enuties are given physical
reality in the physical world as we know
it, but there is a power in that
identification that is not the same as
imagining. Being trained in this method
of transpersonal psychology creates for
one's own psyche a greater consciousness
beyond that which is material, which can
be touched to experience one's
consciousness is a projection of the brain.
I was an intense sceptic when I first

alternativer-------------------------------------------------~

explanations. I
tliink the
methodology I
have used is
appropriate for
a psychiatrist
investigating a
n
e
w
phenomenon
or syndrome.
It should be
followed up by
some more
standardized
tests. Although
you wouldn't
know what
kind of
standardized
tests if you
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heard about feople being abducted. I
don't think would have given it the
time of day if I hadn't already had some
sort of opening to transpersonal
psychology. This whole phenomena of
UFO's and abduction is looked at in
transpersonal psychology. It goes a step
further thougli, because 1t says that there
is this crossover possibility. That there is
this entity, that ought to only be mythic,
that can come back the other way, and
manifest physically. So that is one of the
ways that the Grof consciousness
expansion work has affected me. It made
it possible for me to consider the
phenomenon. The second way was that
when I work with people, I do not do
classic hypnosis. I use a mild
transinduction, and I use the breath to
help people intergrate, re-center
themselves, and when they get anxious1
go back inside in order to slow down ana
pull themselves back together before they
go on to re-live other experiences. The
breathing is pretty normal breathing,
deep, slow breathmg, but I have them
concentrate on their oreath. This is very
centering, and part of the process of
taking attention away from, say,
attendillg to the interviewer, for example.

IT HAS BEEN STATED THAT YOU
HAVE BEEN IN A NUMBER OF
POSITIONS WHERE YOU HAVE
BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH MIND
CONTROL EXPERIMENTATION
FINANCED BY THE LAW
ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE
ADMINISTRATION UNDER THE
NIXON ADMINISTRATION,
WHICH PURPORTEDLY
FUNNELED SOME SIX BILLION
DOLLARS SINCE ITS INCEPTION
INTO BEHAVIOUR
MODIFICATION RESEARCH. IT
HAS BEEN ALLEDGED THAT YOU
HAVE CONTINUED TO BE
INVOLVED IN SUCH PROJECTS
SPONSORED BY THE
GOVERNMENT. IS THIS TRUE?
I don't know where that came from.
There is absolutely nothing to that at all.
I have had nothing to do with any
government agency or law enforcement
agency. They haven't even shown
interest. It is completely untrue.

SINCE THE RECENT PUBLICITY
CONCERNING YOU AND YOUR
BOOK, HAVE YOU STARTED TO
OBSERVE ANY NEW TRENDS OR
CONDITIONS IN THE
ABDUCTION SCENARIO WHICH
YOU FEEL NEED FURTHER
EXPLORATION?

There are two. One is that the
experiencers seem to be more focused
than before on the conditions under
which they can summon the beings to
them, set the conditions under which the
abduction phenomenon occurs. To not
be helpless victims, but to demand or
invite a more reciprocal relationship with
the beings. I thmk there is also more
interest in the field with transcendent and
transpersonal elements. Past life
phenomena, the dual-identity
phenomenon where the abductee feels, in
the altered state, that they also have an
alien identity. Also powerful spiritual
openings when people feel they are
connected through the beings to some
source or divinity. It's hard to separate
out my own interests from trends in the
field, however.
I think it's important to look at
ourselves in relationship to this
phenomenon more intensely. A lot of
discussion around what it means, and
spirituality, has to do with whether the
aliens treat us roughly, or seemingly
inconsiderately, thts argues against the
transcendant or spiritual nature of the
phenomenon. But that's, I think, a
misunderstanding of what is meant by
spiritual. A Zen teacher strikes a student
to get his attention. From the student's
pomt of view it hurts. But it doesn't
mean it isn't part of his enlightenment.
And I'm not saying the purpose of the
aliens is to enlighten us. I'm not saying
that at all. But the phenomenon, by
opening us up to the existence of beings
consciousness, intelligences beyond
ourselves or beyond the earth may, by its
very nature, help overcome some of the
collective egocentrism of our species.
Again, that doesn't mean that's the
purpose of this. The whole idea that this
can be looked at from the standpoint of
human motivation and humanism versus
alien motivation and purpose may be
wrong, too, as we don't kriow what the
intelhgence is that we operate by. We
don't know what intelligence is at work
in the cosmos as a whore that is behind
them.
This is an interest of mine. From the
point of view of history or philosophy or
science this is very important. We've
kept spirituality and science so far apart.
Tliis work almost demands that we look
at how they are interrelated.

RECENT COURT CASES AND
ISSUES OF "FALSE MEMORY
SYNDROME" HAVE BROUGHT
INTO QUESTION THE VALIDITY
OF HYPNOSIS AS A TOOL FOR
RETRIEVING ACCURATE

"REALLY REAL" MEMORIES.
WHAT IS YOUR PERSPECTIVE ON
THIS?
I am continually struck by how near the
surface these experiences are. There's a
lot of talk in the hypnotist literature
about hypnotizability. The term hardly
applies tn abduction work. In my
experience the abduction experiences are
so near the surface, so pressing to be
communicated, that sometimes the
person just lies back and the experiences
begin to be re-lived right away. There is
intensity of feeling and body movement
and stress. Sometimes they cry out from
different aspects of the experience. It's
extremely powerful from an affective and
energetic point of view. I want to stress
this because the idea that you somehow
elicit this through hypnosis is really false.
It hardly reqmres it. I've had people
sitting here with no hypnosis - tl:iey JUSt
start to talk about thetr experiences, and
their body begins to tremble and the
memories flood back. It doesn't
necessarily require trance induction.
Eddie Bullard and others have shown that
something like 30 percent of the
experiences are recalled with no
relaxation exercises at all. Minimal
relaxation exercises will bring back a
flood. of feelings and a re-living of the
expenences.
There are two other issues. One has to
do with language categories. The whole
question of did these abduction really
liappen in our material reality has to be
questioned. For example, when an
abductee is brought to see a hybrid baby
in a UFO. Is that witnessing occuring in
our physical reality as we know it?
Maybe not. Maybe tl:iey've been brought
into another dimension. Many abductees
feel that their experiences are occuring in
some other space-time dimension. What
the abductees are describing is powerful
from an experiential point of view, and
non-deluswnal. But the question is
whether they are accurately reporting
exactly what happened or not. Or is thlS
some kind of experiential re-living in a
domain that we don't understand, one
which may not be literally happening in
our physical world. The whole quesuon
of hteral accuracy of memory may not
even apply to these experiences because
that term linguistically relates to the
literal physical world. And if it's not in
that world to begin with altogether, then
the whole question of literal accuracy
may not be the right language.
Number two, the inaccuracies attributed
to hyl?nosis in court cases have to do
with situations that where what is being
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recalled was not of vital or central
importance to the person. In other
words, if they were a peripheral witness
in an accident case, and they're asked to
recall under hypnosis, they may not
recall accurately. They may be asked to
come up with something, but that
something is not of vital importance to
their lives. There is not evidence,
according to the literature that I've been
reading, where when there is a matter of
core importance to the person's very
existence that the recall is inaccurate.
Again, we can't speak of what's literally
happened in this phenomenon. But as far
as hypnosis goes, generally speaking, its
inaccuracy occurs either tn
court cases as I've described, or .
in cases where they try to '
experimentally plant memories
as in Elizabeth Loftus' of
children who were told they
were lost or separated from
their mothers. Something is
suggested to them, and the
authority of the suggestor may
override the actual memory of
what happened. I don't kiww
of any evidence where
somebody is re-living
something that is of central,
vital power for them, and
hypnosis helps to do that - that
they recall inaccurately in
hypnosis. Dan Brown
revtewed all that literature, and
I reviewed it with him. There
are not studies that show
evidence that hypnosis is
inaccurate in situations which
are of central or core
importance to the person's
mind.

DO YOU HAVE ANY
COMMENTS, QUESTIONS,
COUNTER-ASSERTIONS
REGARDING THE
ALLEGATIONS OF
DONNA BASSETT IN THE
RECENT TIME
MAGAZINE ARTICLE?
I am constrained by patient
confidentiality. I'm not free to speak
about what her motives were or the
details of the case when she came to me.
I saw Donna Bassett in good faith several
times. If in fact she did fool me, which
could happen- it's not impossible· then
she was lying to me conststently. That
would follow certainly from her claim
that she hoaxed me. In fact, she has
established herself as an effective and
thorough on-going liar, then how can she
be considered an authority on matters of

integritr regarding my work
methodo O&Y, patient-client and
physician relauonship?
The assumption is that she fooled me
into using her material as part of my
database. The fact is I didn't use one
word she had to say in my book. Does
that mean I didn't trust her, or that I
didn't think she was telling the truth? I
guess that in some intuitive way I kept a
certain distance. But I don't thmk that's
because she's necessarily not an abductee.
This is hard to know - It gets close to
getting into what I know about her from
my chnical work with her, which I'm
unwilling to do. I can only say how

alienated from their supporters could
become very troubled and turn on
someone who is trying to help them.
That happens a lot. The other
experiencers who knew her well don't
believe her story, that she's hoaxing me.
They believe she's an abductee who
became disturbed and couldn't deal with
her experiences. I'm not saying that I
believe that, but others do. So, it isn't
clear. I tend to credit that as a possibility,
given that I know what my sessions with
her were like. I think that's consistent
with the sessions.
What I found troubling with the time
magazine article was that the writer -who
I guess had a connection with Donna's
husband, Ed Bassett, a journalist - took
this story on face value and used it to
discredit me. The things Donna Bassett
says about me and my work are not
accurate. They are not true. He did not
go to the 50 or 60 other abductees who
would have supported my work, who
found it helpful, useful, posttive - he went
with the one person, an admitted liar, or
liar claimant, and made that the story.
What's interesting here is why Time
magazine would go to such lengths to put
aside any other positive material to create
a story to slander me. What would be
the motivation of that writer and that
organization to discredit the work on the
basis of somebody whose chief claim is
that they lied to me consistently? The
writer never indicated that he would
build the story on a person who was not
an abductee, by her own claim, and who
would lie her way into our confidence.
Time, in a little sq_uib, a few weeks later
said they'd recetved a lot of letters
supporting John Mack's work and
admitted somethin& must be going on
here that they hadn t acknowledged in
their article. By that time the damage
was done. END

someone like this might work
hypothetically. She movea to North
Carolina sometime, oh a year or so ago,
and I lost connection with her. She
continued to call, and she also, when she
began to turn against me, began to try
and enlist other members of the support
group, experiencers, in that effort. She
got them ~uite stirred up. But eventually
ther. didn t want an;y- part of it. After a
whtle they wouldn t return her phone
calls and she became quite isolated. It's
possible, and I'm not saying this is what
happened, that a person becoming so

Dr.Mack has revolutionized abduction
interest with his calm, understanding and
professional attitude towards the
abductees. The fact alone that his
credentials speak for themselves is credit
enough to a man whose career has been
put on the line by even glimpsing in to
this fascinating subject. But Dr.Mack has
not only become convinced of the
validity of the abduction scenario, he has
spoken candidly on the subject at
scientific and psychiatric conventions in
front of his peers without any qualms in
doing so. Most ufologists agree that in
Budd Hopkins' movie "Intruders", the
investigaung psychologist is modelled on
Mack. Once a skepuc - not always a
skeptic. [ED]
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BY MATTHEW WILLIAMS
Some people are unaware of the fact
that Wiltshire is a good place to go and
see UFO's. I count myself as being
somebody who does not go foaming at
the mouth at simply lights in the sky
and hope my followmg recollections do
apJ>ear to lie those of a sane, patient
ana realistic person. I recall now the
events which lead me to say that
perhaps Wiltshire is the place to be this
summer if you want a good chance of
seeing UFO's.
It was a Saturday night,
on August the 20th, when I saw my first
unusual light in the vicinity of Alton .
Barnes. U_p to this point I liad been in
Wiltshire for approx. 3 months and had
not seen anythmg unusual except for
crop circles. We were on the htghest
point of Knapp Hill, parked in my car
which was facing nonli. When I say we,
I mean that also present was my friend,
Andrew Russell of Cwmbran · South
Wales. We were engaged in conversation
about UFO related matters and had the
engine running in order to keep us warm
· warmth was the primary reason that we
were sitting in the car! I was relaxed in
my seat but still had a view out through
the rear view mirror in the direction
south. The reason for us facing
northwards was to look at the stars
which were visible out in that direction.
There did apJ?ear to be a lot of military
helicopter acttvity in the sky, and we had
watched the red lights crossing back and
fonh on the horizon in all directions for
about an hour. No helicopters came near
our location though.
At approx. 11.30_p.m., a light suddenly
appeared in the m1rror which started to
grow in brightness and size. At first I
merely glanced into the mirror not taking
much notice, expecting the light to be a
car on the honzon, but still it grew
brighter and larger until I did take
enough notice to look over my shoulder
to see what was taking place. I realised
that the light was not near the horizon instead it was well above the horizon and
still growing larger. I gestured to
Andrew and he quicKly turned to see the
light.
Without saying much we both
proceeded to exit the vehicle whilst
keeping our necks craned so as not to lose
sight of the object. When we were
outside we could see the light had now
expanded to the aJ>proximate size of a
football which is held at arms length. We
then made another observation aoout the
object -it had steady streaks of light
projecting out of it, much as you see
when squinting your eyes at street lights.
This also resembles the Bethlehem
Christmas Star. The overall object was
coloured light orange/white and was not

flickering with horizon haze or the heat
effect and was hovering perfectly still.
After about ten to fifteen seconds I
decided it would be a good idea to reach
inside the car and get my binoculars out
to get a closer look: Still keeping my eyes
tramed on the light I reached mside the
car and brought tnem up to my eyes. At
this point nothing special could be gained
from a closer look at the object, 1t just
seemed to be a solid source of light,
slightly faded at the edges and more faded
the funher out you went however still
possessing a seemingly solid centre area.
The streaks were still present through the
binoculars and did not appear to be light
flare on the lens. We decided that the
mass was far too large for it to have been
a conventional flare. Indeed looking
around the object I could see not flare
smoke or a parachute, nor did the object
appear to decrease it's height.
Handing the binoculars over to
Andrew, he agreed that there was no way
it could be a flare. I am sure that at thts
point there was much use of profanities
spoken back and fonh between Andrew
and myself, in acknowledgement and
admiration of the object - of course!
Andrew stated that he was just as much
in awe of the object as I was, due to it's
being so very large.
We were able to determine that the
object/light was somewhere directly
south of our position which put tt
somewhere over Salisbury Plain. Again
no bomb or flare goes off like this so if it
was some sort of military test then I
would be interested how this item stays
so still whilst burning so bright with such
an oversized area. I suspect that this was
not military though but more of this in a
minute.
We were about 2 minutes into the
sighting and still didn't have a better
grasp of what we were looking at. ..
Andrew handed me back the binoculars
and as I scanned the object once more, we
both agreed that it had now started to
diminish, q,uite slowly though, and very
linear in it s reduction of both size and
light. I was taking great care to look
around the object to see if it's source
could be determined and could find none.
As it got to about half it's original size it
became apparent that there was a crescent
line/ platform or dark patch present
slightly underneath the object. I only
viewed about 1 second of thlS before the
whole light instantly shut off.
One expects all heated element light
sources to dim progressively and even
flares dim away and do not turn off
directly. If this was a terrestrial form of
light then the only explanation for it's
quick disappearance would for it to have

Matthew
Williams
in cap-o_n
mode.
This
bides the
hair- cut..
been a shutter drawn over the light or for
it's light element to be arc light which
extinguishes immediately upon power
being stopped to it's poles. Arc light
would seem a bad explanation as tt's
natural colour is blue/white. What we
saw was a light orange colour and this
would have needed to have been sodium
or metal halide arc lights, both of which I
have not heard of bemg employed inside
helicopter spotlights.
Now with the object returned from
whence it came Andy and I discussed at
length the possibilities of what the object
could and could not have been. Whilst we
talked we noticed that about four
helicopters were on the horizon moving
towards the relative position that the
object had been posttioned at. The
helicopters finaly met up at the point and
after a few minutes dispersed, without
deploying visual or Infra Red flares nor
use of spot lights.
The fact that the helicopters drew in on
the location is of interest due to some
1994 statements by a few individuals to
the effect that helicopters were seen
hanging around crop crrcles soon after
being formed. Whilst they moved around
over the circles people were present
inside the fields. These helicopters were
outside military training grounds and
hovering over crop circles within 20-30
FT of civilians. This is not only
dangerous but breaks both military and
civilian air law ... The down draft is
dangerous and the whole experience of
havmg a helicopter hover above you can
be qutte frightening, not to menuon very
ignorant ofthe pilot.
You can take it as fact that helicopters
have also been spotted filming and
photographing people in circles and even
now "buzzing cars, some of this was
caught on film by Colin Andrews, and
displayed at the Cardiff UFO conference
of 1994.
We have intelligence that these military
toys have even chased unusual objects
that have appeared in crop fields, and as
in our own example, have also been
known to home in on UFO activity. We
are told that a point to look for when
you see a military helicopter lurking
around outside the military zones, is
what type of radio aerials are in use - it
has been noticed that large aerials are
often seen, so the specuE1tion is that
somehow the military are able to track
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unusual phenomena via radio signals
given out...

Second sight "

Later on the same evening, whilst still
located at Knapp Hill, now facing south
we S.Pied a second unusual object. We
had JUSt received a call from Paul Damon
on my mobile phone. He could not be
present at this weekends watch, but I
explained the events and he was very
interested in the sighting but he then
suggested that I should get the video
camera out. Thanks be to Paul, who was
obviously not quite as excited as us, and
was thinking wtth a more rational aspect.
After Paul called off, I assembled the
camera equipment.
The camera I use is modular and has a
true 16 times zoom with wide apeture so
can work in low light. (I made up the lens
from an old broadcast camera which I
had lying around and didn't use.)
At aeproximately 12.00am we saw a red
light above the horizon in the vicinity of
Devises. It was hovering. Again we l:ioth
watched the light with the bmoculars and
when it was my turn to look through the
binoculars I saw subject jump up a
distance which I can approximate to
being a couple of hundred feet. The
object then stopped dead and hovered
again - a hyper S.Peed manoeuvre. This
was confirmed With Andy just before the
light went out - it simply switched off.
1 started to switch on my video camera
incase any other objects presented
themselves in the area. The camera
powered up, the video switched on and I
pressed the start button. At almost the
same time, a new set of lights appeared in
the distance. I trained the camera on
them, zoomed in and focused the lens.
Just as the recording light came on,
another object appeared, and was in my
camera viewfinder. Also it was similar in
elevation to the earlier red light objects
we sighted.
ThiS time the light did seem to pulsate a
little and then all of a sudden droeped
something bright out from beneatli it,
which shot down to near ground level.
The object changed direction to a
sideways motion just before ground level.
The main object was at the same time
seen to move up slightlf when as it
emitted the obJect. Al of this was
recorded on video, although only five to
six seconds! Some researchers and
interested earties who visited The Barge
on the Sunday after this sighting, saw the
footage.
I have drawn a similarity between the
objects I saw and those which were
observed at Gulf Breeze - Florida.
Whatever the Gulf Breeze lights were,
they had a very powerful sources, so
much so that they appeared white on
video camera recordirigs even when they
were slightly red in colour. These then
proceeaed to drop either one, or
multiples of lights out which seemed to
shoot down to ground height at a rate
which suggested propulsion being used

and not normal & simple earths gravity
eulling them downward. Ed Walters has
aescribed to us his encounters with craft
which seemed occueied with unloading
bright substances to the ground.
Just out of interest, Tom & Kerry
Blower were contacted by the
SIGHTINGS show for some foot~e they
had shot and mentioned that I had got
some interesting footage as well, again
mentioning the Gulf Breeze similarity.
They collected a coey and it may turn up
in a future episoae showing similar
sightings.

Greased Ligbtni1

On a unrecalle night soon after the
above events I was present again on
Knapp Hill with Anne De Boisgelin and
partner Roy Wilkinson. I am good
friends with both Anne and Roy who are
both exP-erienced researchers now
working for Quest International. Also
present was a Bristol based researcher
called Ian (second name escapes me now...
Sorry Ian!} Roy had his video camera set
up incase any~hins happened and guess
what - somethmg did.
It was a few hours after midnight and a
bitter chill was in the air. Clouds hung
low above us with the occasional gap
showing fleeting glimpses of the heavens.
The moon was somewhere up there too,
and apart from the odd car that I'assed
by, we had a lonely silence which allowed
us to hear far into the distance.
Then, infrequently at first, flashes
started to come from inside the clouds
but with no thunderclaps following. As
the rate increased we watched the whole
of the sky come alive in different
directions with these hidden light
sources. Sometimes there were multtple
flashes at once. Not to be too
sensationalist about this, it must be said
that the effect was similar to that which
could be seen in Close Encounters of the
Third Kind.
We were not frightened by the
happenings, instead we pondered on what
they could be and we could not
understand how so much lightning could
be present without any sounds being
emitted - even as we listened on, we did
not hear even the slightest rumble or
crackle! The strobing effect continued
here and there, then leaving us for a
period of ten minutes or so and then
returned for another time before tapering
off.
For a rational speculation, seeing as
there was not a lot of cloud movement in
the lower levels I could only S{>eculate
that perhaps at higher levels whtch were
out of sight, there were indeed large
cloud masses which were charged and
bumping past each other and causing the
flaslies, these then being transmitted
through the cloud base. This still doesn't
explain the lack of noise though.
Somebody may be able to convince me
that this was the case and that there is a
documented reason for this type of light
effect. Secondly, we could not see that

any type of military activity would cause
thiS effect.
Then we moved on to other thoughts
of laq;e mother ships passing through the
cloudS in cloaked mode and other fantasy
stuffs. We enjoyed this speculation but
one thing is for certain tlie whole thing
lasted for half an hour approx. and that is
a lot of energy to be expended for any
~htning show, all with no random spark
down to ground or accidental rumble.
I have not spoken to anyone y:et who
also witnessed this event but the fact that
our group of 4 people did view the
phenomena makes goOd enough evidence
to catalogue in my records. I am not
prepared however to say that the lights
we saw were proof of the supernatural or
of alien craft, although I am not saying
that they are not! I hold an open mind.
The thought enters my head quite often
that perhaps the aliens are wishing us to
believe in them, but without givmg us
absolute proof of their existence - thq
want us to have a faith in them. I do find
this hard to accept but with so many
J?eople ref'Orting enigmatic sightings,
lwhich are hard to convince others about)
this may be due to the aliens wanting
individuals to learn to come to terms
with alien life for their own reasons and
not by their landing on the Whitehouse
lawn. Could this be the reason why
more and more people are sighting
UFO's recently- a program by Aliens to
make us more aware and to challenge our
own beliefs?

(fop: First Sighting. Bottom: Video taped
sigliting. Botli are artists impressions)

When the time is right. . .
By Paul Ibmon
Often, I hear the question asked "when
is it going to hapyen?", simply meaning,
when will we finally have proof that
there is life out there among the stars and when will they show themselves to
us globally? Well, I am writing this
article out of interest in that question. In
my opinion, mankind as a race has
reached a turnin~ point in spiritual
evolution. Matenalism rules the day.
What I've got that you haven't seems to
be the p!vot of most peoples' lives these
days. After thousandS of years of gaining
control of our environment and nature,
we are now
indoctrinated by
our leaders to
believe that we
have to compete
with our fellow
man just because
he lives on
another part of
the planet, and
the money that
we have forcibly
taken from us
(taxes) is spent to
better economize
our countries to
put them on the
top of the list of
wealthy
countries. Well,
isn't that just
wonderful? To
know and rest
assured that our
lives revolve
entirely around
growth of
financial climates,
and not the
expansion of the
h u m a n
mind/soul to
uncharted regions
of divinity I consciousness. Sometimes, I
look out of my window and I cringe at
the way that the world is going, I look up
at the birds in the trees and wonder how
they see our towns and cities from up
there when the are flying in the sky.
I get so fed up of switching on the
television and the news comes on and
there is a newsreader dispassionately
telling us about all the wars, killings 1
suffermg and disease the world over, ana
it's even more tragic to think that there
are people all over the world who sit in
front of the television like couch
potatoes, watch such bad news being told,

and then think of the problems in their
own lives which seem to be more
important to them. Of course this is
instinctual I guess - take care of number
one first, the rest comes later.
All our lives are inextricably wound up
with all the suffering and killing going on
around us. We exist ina perpetual state
of racial tension, where killings and abuse
of human beings are carried out simply
because of the colour of the skin, or
country of origin. We haven't learned
after these thousands of years of
evolution
that we are
all in the
same boat,
and out
there, from
the moon
say, Earth is
one big ball
floating in
space. We
slaughter
and nunt
animals,
many to the
brink and
beyo!ld
exttnctlon
without care
or fear for
the course
of nature. If
I was the
Captain of a
spacecraft
visiting
f r o m
another
world I
would be
extremely
fearful of
making
contact with such a violent species. So,
does that mean we should give up hope of
making contact? Obviously not, after all,
UFO's are being spotted all over the
planet, and going by recently published
figures, these siglitings are on a dramatic
increase. Somebody is interested in us
after all.
I do know, that like me, there are many
individuals out there who seem to be
awakening to a new concept of existence,
starting to realise that we are not just
mindless robots at the mercy of corrupt
governments, P.Owermongers, secret
societies and military authorities. As I

described in issue 1, a global movement is
stirring and it is a movement of pure
consciousness, a universal desire for a
new understanding of the cosmos and our
places within it. I rather believe that
something is being triggered within the
collective consciousness of human kind.
It mar be controlled by the watchers in
the skies, or alternatively through a deep
rooted programming within the human
makeup, ana the watchers are waiting for
the program to run its course so they can
unite With us.
There are those that are convinced that
negative beings are harrassing mankind
and conducting brutal expenments on
subjects for means that are not quite
understood. I do not wish to enter into a
topical debate about such theories here,
but I would just like to throw a few more
logs onto the fire by saying that more and
more abductees are commg forward to
say that they have come to accept their
experiences, and have at last acliieved a
stimulatin& rapport with the "offending
abductors . It seems that without the
fear factor1 the experience becomes more
lucid, ana takes on the appearance of
honoured contact with benevolent beings
here to help save mankind from some
terrible mistake, and to assist in bringing
in a new age of unity, brotherhood, love
and widened awareness. We all know
that fear is responsible for many
hallucinatory and unreal effects. I am
glad that sucli development is occuring in
the abduction research field.
Another question often asked of me is:
"Why do you spend so much time
lookmg into UFO's and crop circles
when tliere are more down to eartn and
realistic things to be concerned with?"
Well1 as you may guess, this question is
askea by individuals not privy to some of
the fantastic footage and photogra{lhs
that are about -for instance, menuon
Gulf Breeze and they'll blankly look at
you and state that it sounds like a
weather condition. Ask them if they
know about Area 51 and they'll assert
that it is a loading bay down a dock yard.
Unfortunately when I try to get them to
look into the facts themselves, they seem
to get the jitters and say it is all a waste of
time to look into lights in the sky. It is at
this moment that I usualo/ advise them
to be a bit more open mmded and read
some literature on the subject in their
spare time. Via this research, I have come
to understand that the things which
people consider important within their

to help you. If you want to talk to us
without the subject matter going to print,
no-problem! Specify 1n your
communication. If you want to talk to
us in confidence, we will respect that and
try to help you as best we can. Only by
talking can we hope to start gaining
understanding.

lives are in fact shallow and materialistic
obsessions deeply rooted in the basic and
primitive desire to gain as much power,
wealth and comfort as possible. What is
totally ignored is tliat human kind
developed from a caveman by getting out
and exploring his world, inittally
respecung it so much so that all things
were revered in a mystical way. It has
been the insatiable curiosity of
humankind that has led to ali the
discoveries that have been made.
It seems that a point of stagnation has
been reached, whereby curiosity has been
perverted to desire for power and wealth.
Apathy where mysteries are concerned is
held in check until it actually means
getting out of the armchair to do some
serious research where most are
concerned. This has also been known in
ufology and crop circle study groups as
well as with individuals who edit
magazines with titles along the lines of
watching crops.

It is a hard game to undertake, that of
investigating an outre subject with the
objecuve of proving it to be real to a
skeptical populace, especially when you
have higli powered authonties such as
governmental departments set up to
debunk all the evidence you can gather.
But if you believe, as I do, that global
contact with an extraterrestrial race will
only come when humankind as a
collective consciousness is ready to accept
that it cannot tamper with nature1. and
can no longer kill in the name of politics,
ownership and religion, and can no
longer live just for the love of power,
wealth and comfort, then you can see
that the task is indeed great, and can seem
impossible. But perseverence is the key
to any accomplisliment, and now more so
than any other time, we need to accept as

a whole our position in the pecking order
of the natural universe. There are stories
that tell of people being abducted, and
never returning. There are stories of
abductees who have returned from the
experience to say that they have seen
people working with the v1sitors - not
military personnel, but gentle faced
people who have informed them that
they have nothing to fear, that a great
time for mankind is at hand.
According to other reports I have
researched, 1t would seem that certain
special individuals are offered a place by
the visitors to work with them m order
for them to become ambassadors for the
visitors in some not to distant future.
This would help to explain a percentage
maybe of the millions of people wlio
disappear off the face of the Earth each
year. This could1 in all likelihood be the
case, but I am only generalizing, there are
so many aspects to be researched and
what a thrill that is, and these are things
that Joe Public is so unaware of, when
the word UFO is mentioned, they
envision a flying saucer darting through
the clouds, alas, it is not so simple. It is
my sincere hope that more people
become involved m the research, and that
the time when humankind will be ready
will be sooner than we'd dare hope.
How many of you out there feel the same
way, if you want to communicate your
feelings on the subject and modes of
research, write them down and send them
in to Truth Seekers Review, it is amazing
what unity can be brought about by
showing people that they are not alone in
the way they feel. If you are only
starting to get interested in the UFO and
Crop Circle phenomena then send in any
questions you have and we'll do our best

Ye6, It will be that time again
5oon, crop circle 5ea5on and
nlghtwatch mania will once
again grip Wilt5hlre, and If you
have not been there before
doing re6earch and
lnve6tlgation6, then you will
need to know where all the be6t
place6 to go are, the be6t pub6,
UFO watching point6. and you
6hould aloo know where the crop
clrcle5 U6ually turn up from year
to year.
Be 6ure to get l65ue 3 due out
end of March to find out all you
need to get oorted for re5earch
thl6 6ummer!!

NEWS UPDATE
On December 11th 1994, The People
Newspaper reported that the Ministry of
Defence were going to investigate
abductions by extraterrestrials occuring
within the British Isles. Apparently, a
deal was struck between Mr.Eric Morris,
director of the British UFO Studies
Centre and the M.o.D. whereby they
would look into his reports of abductee
victims and conduct their own level
investigations. We have contacted the
People newspaper to try and get further
details, but to no avail. As yet, Truth
Seekers has not contacted the M.o.D. although this will be done soon. We have
also tried to trace Mr.Morris with no
success. If you know Mr.Morris, or his
British UFO Studies Centre, please
forward us the details so we may
investigate this further and print the
details.
[ED]
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Heal The World Workshops.
If you can gather a group of
people together who would like
to meet and work with David
lcke you may be interested to
know the following details.
Workshop One • An evening event
for 3 hrs Inclusive a talk by David,
followed by a mini workshop. 40
people are required 0 £10 per head.
Workshop Two - A day event of
Shrs. 25 people are required @ £25
per head.
Please contact Jan Ayres
(0623) 824439 if interested.
Dates now available for '95.

TOUR DATES
2nd Feb - Isle of Wight Medina Theatre, Newport @
7.30pm Tel (01983) 527020
17th, 18th, 19th Feb- The
Spiritual Mind and Body
Festival, Clarendon Suites, 3
Stirling Road, Edgebaston,
Birmingham. Tel (061) 620
6975
28th Feb - Leeds Varieties
Theatre (01132) 430808
Dates in Yorkshire and
Humberside T.B.A.

Coming SOon

21st March - De Mantsfart
Hall, Liecester. T.B.C.
29th March - The Corn
Exchange, Bury St Edmonds.
T.B.C.
30th March - Balmoral
Community Hall, Southend.
T.B.C.
13th April - Spilsby Theatre,
Lincolnshire. T.B.C.
14th, 15th, 16th, 17th April The Spiritual Mind & Body
Festival, Manchester. Tel
(0161) 620 975
29th April - Sussex Crop
Circle Group -Tel Andy
Thomas (0273) 474711
17th May - Carbridge,
Hadrians Wall -Tel Jackie
Lewis(0434)608654
18th May- Mechanics
Theatre, Burnley, Lanes- Tel
D.Mulrooney (01282) 411504

Any of the above details
can be confirmed with
Jan Ayres on the above
number.
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Ou- shalkJNy deeD tlrool fTeY
who has his confacts t1 the
hooJa-'5 retwat had this to

Mobius, a representative of the Nexus Network clandestine group based in
the States set up to expose the secrets and deceipt vomited out by the U.S.
Military and Intelligence agencies talks about the great coverup...
It is a long standing and well known fact
kept from public view by
mthtary msutuuons, governments and
intelligence agencies. In the past, as well
as today, 99% of these secrets have been
hidden under the title of National
Security, defined as secrets kept for the
sake of a country and its defence against
other maurauding countries. Witb the
demise of the cold war though, most
would think that certain secrets, some
from over 40 years ago would now be
made available for puolic scrutiny. This
is certainly not the case.
th~t. secre~s a~e

MINDS ERASED OF MEMORIES
If anything, a ball started rolling many
years ago that would enmesh anything
that the afore mentioned groups were
interested in. Today, these groups have
even bigger reason to keep secrets from
the pubhc eye, and there is even evidence
to suggest that certain countries
collaborate in these secrets and keeping
them hidden. Why? What could oe so
sensitive that people have their lives
threatened and minds erased of memories
just to keep a secret? Whatever it is, it
must be something of groundshaking
significance, and would certainly send
ordinary people through the roof if they
knew about it.
Now, if you are reading this magazine,
then I can bet you are truly suspicwus of
the governments, military institutions
and mtelligence agencies, after all, they
are made up of men and women like you
and I, but with one major difference.
They have an enormous amount of
power at their disposal, and what does
power do? It corrupts - without
exception. Surely the days are gone when
people used to look upon the
governments and militaries with pride
and admiration, as we see so much
evidence of corruption these days.

TWIUGHfZONE
For this article, we are going to step over
the boundaries of normality and reility as
we know it, and very truly enter into the
twilight zone, a zone where the
nit;htmares of man pale into
instgnificance next to the actual realities
so very well hidden by the masters of
secrets. I will not waste time going over

the history of this game, for it goes way
back beyond the Roswell crash of an
alien spacecraft in 1947. Instead, we will
take a look into the what is going on
today.
I am taking a considerable risk by
writing this article that I am well aware
of, but I am sick of the fact that so many
people carry on with their lives each day,
living in a false sense of reality ignorant
to the sinister aspects of our fellow man.
To reproduce tlie words of Bill Cooper
"get out there and find the facts yourself,
tell your friends and family, we have got
to get the control back into the handS of
the people ... ". Please don't
misunderstand me, there is a lot of good
going on in the world at the moment as
well, and we are fortunate enough to
have some very benevolent and spiritual
alien races guiding us towards a
wonderful new age, out first we must
stop the corruption at hand, and the best
way to do that is throut;h information,
~alking and the groupmg together of
mterested people.

STEALTH BOMBER
Lets start the engine.
Obviously you have heard about the
Stealth Bomber, and maybe you have
heard of the Aurora project. Well, the
Stealth does work on principles devised
by alien minds, or rather, the technology
involved was gained by the study by top
military scientists of recovered crashea
alien spacecraft. The Aurora is also a
super secret project, or it was at one time.
What most people do not realise about
the Aurora 1S it 1S in fact a spacecraft. It
can take off like a jet fighter, and totally
leave the atmosphere in about 3 minutes.
It is not designed for lengthy space travel
- it is not even desij;ned to travel as far as
the moon. It is maillly a prototype for an
even more incredible piece of hardware.
Both the Stealth bomoer and the Aurora
are just covers for this super craft. It is
known as the BEAM SHIP. This is the
monster project.

BEAM SHIP
Although the Beam Ship has been a topic
of debate in closed UFO research circles
for sometime now, the concerts up until
now on how it works are al wrong. It

does in fact use a very technologically
advanced form of propulsion, namely
~ht.

ft uses a drive which is based on the
extraction of photons (photons are the
etheric particles that hght is made up
from}. An intense beam of laser light 1s
fired through a cylindrical tube and then
this beam is dispersed by a coil supposed
to generate a gravitron field. This acts as
a type of photon converter which then
turns the random photons into tachyons.
FASTER THAN UGHf
Now it may seem to you that we are
entering into the realm of science fiction,
as up until now, tachyons (faster than
light particles} have only been theorized
to extst by quantum mathematics1 but
these tachyon generators have been
developed from the drives of recovered
alien vehicles. The beam Ship houses
some very sophisticated weaponry, for
what purpose 1S currently unknown.
Its shape is that of the typical cigar
shaped object, and its propulsion
techniques are of a different kind to those
of the saucer shaped and triangular
shaped UFO's commonly seen. This is
because the American military have
found themselves in the fortunate
position of recovering alien craft from
more than one civilization, and these
civilizations do use differing modes of
propulsion, although most work on the
general unified field mode, using gravity
for long and short burst space travel.

NEGATIVE GREYS
Many have wondered why the
Americans have been able to capture so
many crashed craft, and how the hell did
they crash in the first place? Well, the
answer is not very nice. When the
American government went into a treaty
with the negative greys, as part of the
treaty, the militarr. were given a weapon
that would ostenstbly knock UFO's out
of the sky, with the exception of the
negative greys - as their craft worked on
entirely different princil'les. By giving
this weapon to the Americans, the greys
were basically putting their stamp of
ownership on the human race. The
weapon was fairly easy to duplicate, and
worked on very similar pnnciples to
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earth based radar systems. Although we
at Nexus are not sure of the mechanics of
how the weapon brings them down, we
do know that it generates a field which
reverses the field of anti-gravity keeping
the UFO's up in the air, thereby making
the craft fall to earth as would a stone in
normal gravity.
RENEGADE SIRIANS
This of course made the negative (Zeta
Reticulum) greys extremely liappy, until
the ne_gative Orions and renegade Sirians
lashed back at the greys by spreading a
form of virus into their habitats. How
this was done is not known, but it is the
main reason why they have been leaving
a lot of the Eanli based installations. The
virus basically degrades their bodies and
they waste away. This lash back was
performed during the late 1950's, and the
Zeta Reticulum greys have basically
become outcasts of their own race
because of the virus, unable to return to
their home and unable to live without ....
Certain genetic material from human
beings. Hence the nasty abduction
scenarios that some people have been a
part of. It seems that we humans hold a
biological chemical within us that will
slow down the virus.
ABDUCTIONS
Not all abductions are malicious in
intent. There is a grand scheme at work
upgrading the human body and spirit.
That later.
While all this was going on, the
Americans were happily taking pot shots
at any UFO they could detect, and were
getting great results, until they started
messing with the big boys. The Earth is
currently being surveyed and visited hr.
fifteen known and catalogued races, and
two unknown races • one of which is the
triangular shaP.ed craft now being seen all
over the world, making a big show at
Belgium a few years ago. These beings
controlling the triangular craft have not
been on the scene for very long, only
about eight years, slowly increasing therr
numbers.
CROP CIRCLES
They are the ones responsible for the
movement from simple crop circles to
complicated formations. Tliey are here
for the benefit of mankind and to push
our evolution forwards. They do not
tolerate the military or the secret societies
and governments {controllers). They do
not tolerate any of the lesser negative
races and work with the benevolent
factors. They are very powerful in the
cosmi~ equation, and represent the higher
councils.
The reptilian equalizers work for them.
They will meet force with force, and will
pave the way for the higher intelligences
to come forward, of which time is
nearing. The American government is

now very involved with genetic
experimentation. The majority of this
research is done at the Dulce base where
vagrants are taken off the streets and
taKen below for experimentation. Up
until a year ago, the negative greys were
involved with a lot of the experiments,
but as mentioned previously, they are
leaving to go to an unknown destination.
These vagrants are tampered with and
then shipped out to the bases on Mars for
slave purposes. This is not done by the
greys, but by the secret government in
preparation for Alternative 3. Mankind is
shortly due for mass landings of the
benevolent factors. The authorities know
about this, and their plan is to convince
the public that an invasion is at hand.
Worldwide martial law will be declared
and Alternative 3 will be put into play.
The authorities have overlooked a great
many things thou_gh. Their plans will
grind to a halt. The benevolent factors
have taken their plans into consideration
and will be dealt with accordingly.

ALIEN GUEST
BY DON ALLEN

Three star tells alL ...... .
While I was in Phoenix Arizona, at the
Alternate Alien and New Age convention,
I met Tim, (Mr .. UFO Beckley) the
author of the UFO Magazine, called UFO
UNIVERSE. He seems like a very nice
person, and I enjoy reading his magazine.
One of the articles in his Oct-Nov 1991
issue of his magazine, had to do with an
unidentified 3 star general Here are some
of the £_oints he made; In regards to the
book, {The Roswell Incident) I was given
some articles to look at, and was asked to
participate in the 'AWARENESS
PROGRAM" which is a means of
disseminating alien contact to the public.
Although I liad turned this down, I later
was shown some articles, a tape and still
photographs. In these I saw the alien craft
the frozen alien bodies, (from the Roswell
site) and the live alien which is a guest of
the US Government.
300 YEARS OID
There have been several UFO crashes
over the years. The aliens really have no
"invasion" planned for this planet. They
have visited on and off here, for thousands
ofJears. Our US guest is over 300 years
ol . The aliens use about 55% of their
brain capacit:y,or ability; they do have
DNA. The ahen which is a ~est of the
US Government,is 5"3 tall, weighs 96lbs.
has a large head (hairless) and large slanted
eyes. Some of the aliens abilities include
moderate telepathy and telekinesis.
Cattle, as well as humans have been used
in alien and US research for various
biological applications. Most humans are

not hurt in the research and
experimentation. Some however have died
due to complications and downright
carelessness. Several cross breed young
have been born to both human females and
alien females. We humans are fully
biological with most visiting aliens. Some
we are not.(more than one type or ~ecies
has visited our planet) The US and Britain
have made a secret treaty agreement, with
the aliens, in exchange for technology, and
so-called "recon" missions, during umes of
human conflict.
INTERFERE WITH SOCIETY
Aliens agree to stay out of human wars,
and not to interfere with society. Also,
there are special 'teams" wliich are
designated to, eradicate, discredit, harass
and trump-up charges to control those
humans which experience contacts or
visitations from aliens, including also those
who make verifiable sightings. The alien
crafts have been more-or-less copied by top
scientific experts, and are functional. Tlie
Awareness Program (mentioned before)
was designed to inform the public
gradually, m a systematic, logical way. This
IS a joint governmental-and-alien program.
It is coupled with the increased alienhuman abductions and contacts. If done
correctly there will be little or no panic or
resistance. The worlds governments will
retain control, avoiding chaos. In some
of the reports it was noted that our
children were mentioned as some of the
cargo on the alien space crafts. There are
over a million missing children every year
in the US alone.

DARKSIDE
The aliens take about 2,200 a year from
the US and other countries combined. The
rest of the children are due to mankinds
Darkside. The children are used in several
ways; Biological, to educate and return;
Experimentation, disease study, the same
as adults. Implants are beinj; used on the
humans taken aboard the ahen crafts and
returned. Some of these implants are
microscopic in size, (and smaller) which
influence the growth function and learning
capabilities of the individuals. The A.P.
(Awareness Program) calls for the funding
of movies, television series and specials,
and books. These will be about friendly
alien contacts. There are disks, triangles
and oblong-shaped craft. They: range from
30 ft, for the smaller recon disc to over
730 ft, for the larger mother disc/or flying
saucers,if you will...) The triangte shaped
craft are 210 ft. in diameter. The oblong
shaped craft is the really big one of the 3.
The only one ever found by the military
was in the late 60's; it measured 1,100 ft.
long with a circumference of 310ft. There
is some noise made, however, all craft are
almost totally silent. Lets get rid of all the
secrecy shit, its time we took the bastards
by the throat and got it all in the open.
Good luck!!

Message From A'star?
Where were you when "they" gave their first televised message? Can you
remember those immortal words. Although never disproven t his incident has
never been repeated. Was it a joke, we give you the opportunity to decide with
the transcribed text.
The date was November 26th, 1977.
On that evening at twelve minutes
past five a mysterious voice broke into
the news bulletin being read on
Southern lTV. It lasted five and a half
minutes and was heard by viewers in
London, Oxford, Andover, Winchester
and Southampton. The newscaster,
Ivor Mills, could still be seen reading
his script, but the voice that was heard
was ooviously not the one that was
scheduled.
Although, later, the occurence was
said to have been a prank, five
transmitters had been 'taken over'
simultaneously without the IBA
engineers who monitored Southern
lTV being aware of the fact. They were
eventually alerted by the military but
were unable to suppress the voice
which, according to BBC officials,
'sounded deep, as though coming
through water'. The official electric
dials and instruments showed nothing
different from the normal, so it would
appear that Earth electricity was not
bemg used and the power was coming
from another source. Despite feverous
attempts to quell it, the voice
continued until it had completed its
'message'.
The words of Gramaha are now respoken.
This is the voice of Gramaha, the
representative of the Asta Galactic
Command, speaking to you. For many
years now you have seen us as lights in
the skies. We speak to you now in peace
and wisdom as we have done to your
brothers and sisters all over your planet
Earth. We come to warn you of the
destiny of your race and your worlds, so
that you may communicate to your
fellow beings the course you must take to
avoid the disasters which threaten your
world1 and the beings in our worlds
arouna you.
This is in order that you may
share in the great awakening as the
planet passes into the new Age of
Aquarius. The New Age can be a time of
great peace and evoluuon for your race,
but only if your rulers are made aware of
the evil forces that can overshadow their
judgements.
Be still now and listen, for your
chance may not come again. For many
years your scientists, governments and
generals have not heeded our warnings.
They have continued to experiment wnh
the evil forces of what you call nuclear
energy. Atomic bombs can destroy the

Earth, and the beings of your sister
worlds, in a moment. The wastes from
atomic _power systems will poison your
planet for many thousands of your years
to come.
We, who have followed the path
of evolution for far longer than you,
have long since realised that atomic
energy is always directed against life. It
has no peacefUl application. Its use and
research into its use must be ceased at
once, or you all risk destruction. All
weapons of evil must be removed.
The time of conflict is now past.
The race of which you are a part may
proceed to the highest planes of evolution
if you show yourselves wonhy to do so.
You have but a short time
to learn to live t()gether in
peace and goodwilL
Smill groups all over
the _planet are learning this,
and exist to pass on the
light of the dawning New
Age to you all. You are free
to accept or reject their
teachings, but only those
who learn to live in peace
will pass to the h1gher
realms of spiritual
evolution.
Hear now the voice
of Gramaha the
representative of the Asta
Galactic Command,
speaking to you. Be aware
also that there are many
false prophets and guides
operating in your world.
They will suck your
energy from you -the
energr. you call money: and will put it to evil ends,
giving you wonhless dross
m return.
Your inner devine
self will protect you from
this. You must learn to be
sensitive to the voice
within that can tell you what is truth, and
what is confusion, chaos and untruth.
Learn to listen to the voice of truth
which is within you, and{ou will lead
yourselves on to the path o evolution.
This is our message to our dear
friends. We have watchea you growing
for many years, as you, too, have
watched our lights in the skies. You
know now that we are here, and that
there are more beings on and around
your Eanh than your scientists admit.
We are deeply concerned about
you and your path towards the light, and

will do all we can to help you. Have no
fear. Seek only to know yourselves, and
live in harmony with the ways of your
planet Eanh.
We of the Asta Galactic Command
thank you for your attention. We are
now leaving the planes of your existence.
May you be blessed by the supreme love
and truth of the cosmos."
Are you willing to listen to your
inner self? To make the changes of
adjustment to the quickening love
ene~ies of the New Age? Whatever your
posiuon in society, we all have a personal
choice.

Above: Ashtar of Ashtar
Command is a figure which has
appeared to many American
researchers and channellers. This
paining was supplied to me
courtesy of Mr John Winston.
Although this is Ashtar not Astar,
the name similarity made it
worthy of inclusion.
M.W.

lYP£S Of £XIRRI£RR£SIRIRL VISITORS
IY IRVID Honsr
ALIEN TYPE 1: The Greys. Of this
type there are several sub-types. All tend
to appear greyish in color and for this
reason are referred to as "greys. •
GREY TYPE A: This is the type most
commonly referred to as the greys. Also
known as Zeta Reticuli from the Zeta
Reticulan star system (the Bernard star)
neighboring the Onon area. They
function in a mode that is apparently
military in nature with a rigidly defined
social structure that holds science and
"conquering worlds" to be the prime
movers. They are normally about 4.5 ft
tall with large heads and black "wrap
around • eyes. They have limited facial
features, slit mouth and no nose to speak
of. They have evolved beyond the need
for reproductive systems or digestive
systems and reproduce by cloning. Their
genetics are partly based on insectoidal
genetics.
Their science deals largely with the
study of other life forms and _genetic
engineering. They have supposedly had a
part to play in the alterauon of human
genetics over thousands of years. It seems
that they may be trying to cross breed
with humans in order to create a
"mixture race" that would be better than
either. (I've read that they are a dying
species, that have cloned so much that
now, with each successive cloning, the
species grows weaker. They are try1ng to
infuse new life into their species by
creating the mixed breed.)
Tliere seem to be two main social
classes. One is the more hawkish and is
more abrupt, crude and blunt. The more
dove-like ones are more refined and
capable of a more business-like behavior
towards humans, and prefer to use more
"diplomatic" behavior to gain control
over human's. This type of Grey is what
I believe is being referred to as the
"Or~e· class of Greys.
Tliey seem to be emotionless (by
human standards) and therefore are seen
as cruel in their treatment of human
bei~s. They are able to take human lives
witliout any regard for that individual.
They apparently can use certain
substances of the human body for their
sustenance and therefore appear to be
carnivorous in regards to humans. (I also
read that they extract fluid from some
part of the human brain during intense
emotional response [fear] and are able to
use it like a recreational drug.)
It is my understanding tliat these greys
are actually servants to a master race of

reptilian-type aliens and are trying to
prepare the earth for their arrival by
gaining control over the earth through
many means. They tend to enjoy the
feeling of freedom they have on earth,
away from their masters and would desire
the help of humans in confrontations
with the reptilians...which appears to be a
consideration for the near future (mid
90's.)

These greys have their best known
bases in New Mexico and Nevada but are
also known to have bases in many
countries of the world.
GREY TYPE B: Tall Greys from
Orion. Usually about 7 to 8 ft. tall
(reports often exasgerate their height as
being 9 to 12 ft.) with facial feature
somewhat similar to grey type A with the
exception of the large nose found on type
B greys. These greys also have
technologies that allow them to perform
certain actions that appear "miraculous. •
These greys are less viscous towards
humans than type A ~reys (but are still
considered "hostile .) They tend to
influence more through political controls
and negotiated agreements with those in
power. Their main bases seem to be in
the Aleutian Islands.
These are the type seen not long ago
in Eastern Russia.
GREY TYPE C: These are the shortest
of the greys and tend to be about 3.5 ft.
tall. Their facial features are very similar
to the Zeta Reticuli greys and are of the
same "root race. •. T.liey are just as hostile
to humans as the Zetas. They are from a
star system near the shoulder of Orion
called Bellatrax.
ALIEN TYPE 2: THE REPTILIANS:
A genetics akin to reptiles, these are
highly advanced entitles but viewed as
bemg of a negative, hostile or dangerous
disposition since they regard humans as a
totally inferior race. They would
perceive us much the way we would
perceive a herd of cattle. They are
carnivorous in re~ard to humans. There
is supposedly a driven • planetoid or
asteroid inhabited by 30 million of these
lizard-folk that is to enter our solar
system in the mid 90's if the present
schedule is kept.
They consider earth to be their own
ancient outpost and would expect to have
complete control of the entire planet
upon their return. Their own planet is
becoming unable to adequately support

life and they need somewhere else to live.
These are the aliens who are served by
the type A greys.
ALIEN TYPE 3: HUMAN TYPE
ALIENS
HUMAN TYPE A: These are of a
genetic base similar to humans of earth.
They appear of "normal" height (5-6ft?)
and tend to be fair-skinned wuh blonde
hair. These entities have been abducted
by the greys or are the offspring of
abductees and have been trained by the
greys as servants. These entities are
totally subservient to the greys.
HUMAN TYPE B: These are aliens of
similar genetics to eanh humans and also,
it seems, of the humans that serve the
greys. These are from the Pleiades and are
also of the blonde, fair-skinned
appearance. This type is of a genuine
h1ghly evolved, spmtual, benevolent
variety and have a kinship toward
humans and are the only ahens to be
truly trusted by earth humans at this
time. They had at one time offered to be
of assistance to earth leaders in dealing
with the alien situation here but were
rebuffed and so have taken a kind of
"hands off" approach for the time being.
These aliens are supposedly the forefather
race of humankind- These are apparently
not on earth much at this time due to
serious problems in the area of their
home.
HUMAN TYPE C: Very little is known
about these. They are supposedly
another of the highly evolved, spiritual
type of great benevolence to earth
humans. I understand that their
appearance is similar to other humantype aliens. They are from Sirius and
don't appear to be much involved with
earth happenings at this time other than
being concerned about the Grey scenario.
They could desire to be of help to
humans.
There are other known human type
aliens of this "more highly spiritually
evolved • nature that are apparently aware
of the situation on earth and considering
some possible course of action. These are
from Arcturus and Vega. There are
references to other entities that enter our
universe from other dimensions, but I
have not seen any constant in these
allege? reports yet. Earth is certainly of
great mterest!
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